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Abstract 

Interfacial properties at the oil-water interface are of key importance to various operations in the 

petroleum industry, especially in the aqueous-based heavy oil recovery process. However, 

different operation stages often require different interfacial properties, which could be conflicted 

with each other at specific circumstances. Reducing oil-water interfacial tension (IFT) by adding 

surfactants benefits the heavy oil liberation from host rocks/solids, but soon becomes detrimental 

to the subsequent stage where the separation of heavy oil product from the aqueous phase prefers 

high IFT values. In this study, the CO2-responsive surfactant series was designed to solve such 

interfacial problems and enhance heavy oil recovery. Responsive surfactants feature interfacial 

activity that can be switched on/off by external stimuli. Hence, they permit the modulation of 

interfacial property in a controllable manner, such that multiple requirements could be 

accomplished by one single chemical addition. In this study, CO2 gas was selected as the stimuli 

because it is inexpensive, abundant in nature, and usually available onsite in the flue gas.  

One of the major challenges in applying CO2-responsive surfactants to large-scale petroleum 

industry concerns their CO2 switchability and robustness under operating conditions. Our strategy 

is to design a series of CO2-responsive surfactants with facile preparation and tunable switching 

pH, which allows a suitable reagent to be readily selected based on requirements. These CO2-

responsive surfactants were formed by combining monoethanolamine (MEA) with long-chain 

fatty acids (LCFAs) of variable chain lengths through electrostatic attraction. The tunability of 

switching pH for this group of surfactants was demonstrated by in situ probing of the CO2-

responsive characteristics at the oil/water interface using dynamic IFT measurements. It is shown 

that the switching pH of the CO2-responsive surfactants was controlled by the hydrocarbon chain 
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length of LCFAs. More importantly, their switching behavior was found to be different at the 

interface and in the bulk solution, which is attributed to the enhanced molecular interactions at the 

interface. Since most applications require surfactants to be switched at the interface, the switching 

pH of CO2-responsive surfactants is thereby most appropriate to be determined through their 

interfacial responses. 

With comprehensive understandings of the interfacial activity and interfacial response, CO2-

responsive surfactants were assessed by their performance in heavy oil recovery, where the process 

was considered in two stages, heavy oil liberation from solids and heavy oil harvest from 

emulsions. It is demonstrated that the addition of CO2-responsive surfactants facilitated the release 

of heavy oil from solid substrates by decreasing oil/water IFT. Meantime, surfactants also helped 

the aqueous medium carrying out more heavy oil by forming stable heavy oil-in-water (HO/W) 

emulsions. In a subsequent stage, however, it was difficult to separate the heavy oil from these 

surfactant-stabilized emulsions, resulting in severe production loss. In contrast, fast 

demulsification was achieved by activating the CO2-responsiveness of responsive surfactants, and 

thereby, harvesting more effectively after phase separation. The sustainability of CO2-responsive 

surfactants was also investigated in the recycled process water.  

Finally, CO2-responsive surfactants were applied to water-based Canadian oil sands extraction 

process and successfully enhanced ultra-heavy oil (bitumen) recovery in bench-scale 

demonstrations. Compared with conventional heavy oil recovery where the heavy oil product was 

harvested after spontaneous phase separation, the Canadian oil sands extraction collects the 

bitumen by flotation where air bubbles are used to capture the liberated bitumen in the aqueous 

phase. Nevertheless, the ability to switch off interfacial activity at the interface is also beneficial 

to the bitumen-air bubble attachment. Bench-scale bitumen flotation experiments were conducted 
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at ambient temperature using real Canadian oil sands ores. Bitumen recovery was significantly 

improved from 15.0 % to 50.4 % with the addition of CO2-responsive surfactants and the activation 

of CO2 switching.  

This study demonstrates that the interfacial properties at the oil-water interface are essential to the 

aqueous-based heavy oil recovery process, and the ability to manipulate these interfacial properties 

precisely is a promising direction to develop the next generation processing aid for the petroleum 

industry.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

Oil sands in northern Alberta contain around 10 wt.% of bitumen, 5 wt.% of water and 85 wt.% of 

mineral solids [1], and are considered to be one of the most important non-conventional petroleum 

resources. The ultimate goal of the oil sands extraction is to collect all possible bitumen in the oil 

sands ores elegantly using an energy-efficient and eco-friendly process.  

Water-based oil sands extraction process is the most mature and commercialized technology in 

northern Alberta since it was first developed by Dr. Clark in 1920s [2]. Figure 1.1 is an illustration 

of a typical water-based extraction process. Mineable oil sands are first collected and then 

conditioned by process water. Within the hydrotransport pipelines, bitumen is liberated into 

aqueous phase spontaneously and carried out by the washing fluids. This process is considerable 

efficient, attributed to the hydrophilic nature of sand grains in northern Alberta [3]. The separation 

of bitumen from its host solids is referred as the ‘bitumen liberation’ stage. Meanwhile, dispersed 

bitumen droplets are aerated by the entrained air bubbles in the pipeline, a process known as 

‘bitumen aeration’. Subsequently, the mixture of aerated bitumen, process water, and solid wastes, 

enters gravitational separation vessels, where bitumen is separated out by flotation.  

At the end of an extraction process, the bitumen-concentrated froth is harvested from the top 

stream, which typically contains around 60 wt.% of bitumen, 30 wt.% of water and 10 wt.% of 

solid. Bituminous froth will be sent to froth treatment units to produce higher quality oil for 

upgrading. The bottom streams of slurries are deposited to tailing ponds for tailing management. 

Both processes are essential to the oil sands industry but are beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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Figure 1.1. Schematic drawing of a water-based bitumen extraction process. 

In order to achieve a higher bitumen recovery ratio, significant improvements are required from 

both the bitumen liberation and aeration stages. Unfortunately, these two stages appear to be in 

conflict in the sense of water-bitumen interfacial tension (IFT, γWB). In bitumen liberation, a low 

value of γWB is favorable [2], since the resulting small liberation contact angle (θlib) benefits the 

removal of bitumen from sand grains (Figure 1.2, left). On the other hand, decreasing γWB not only 

leads to the formation of stable bitumen-in-water emulsions, but also reflects as small aeration 

contact angle (θaera), which represents weak interaction between bitumen and air bubble [4] (Figure 

1.2, right). In practice, “caustics” (e.g., sodium hydroxide, ammonium hydroxide) are used as the 

processing aids to enhance the bitumen recovery [2, 5, 6]. The addition of caustics releases natural 

surfactants [2] and thereby decreases the γWB. Optimum bitumen recovery is obtained by 
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controlling the pH of process water to the point where bitumen liberation is greatly facilitated 

while the compromise to bitumen aeration is acceptable.  

 

Figure 1.2. Bitumen liberation and aeration. 

The next generation of water-based oil sands extraction industry needs to break through the 

limitation that originates from the conflicts between bitumen liberation and aeration. Namely, there 

are emerging requests to develop novel processing aids that can fulfill multiple interfacial 

requirements at different stages of operation in a simple, feasible and sustainable manner.  

Responsive surfactants provide temporary interfacial activities at the oil/water interface, which are 

able to be switched off by external stimuli at the desired stage of operation. Theoretically, bitumen 

liberation is facilitated if responsive surfactants are added together with process water to lower the 

γWB. More importantly, these responsive surfactants can be switched off prior to the bitumen 

aeration. Thus, bitumen-air bubble attachment will be promoted once the hydrophobic nature of 

the bitumen surface is recovered. 
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CO2-responsive surfactants, using CO2 as the stimulus, are the most promising processing aids to 

oil sands extraction. CO2 gas is available on site (e.g., abundant in flue gas), easily removable, and 

convenient to implement with no need of energy-intensive equipment. 

The primary objective of this project is to develop CO2-responsive surfactants that are feasible and 

efficient to enhance bitumen recovery in the water-based oil sands extractions process, utilizing 

their unique switchable interfacial activities to overcome the conflict between the bitumen 

liberation and aeration. In order to achieve this goal, this work also aims at understanding the 

switching behaviors of CO2-responsive surfactants at the oil/water interface.  

The following thesis is composed of seven chapters, including the literature reviews, colloidal and 

interfacial science studies, and applications in the petroleum industry. Chapter 1 provides an 

overall introduction to this thesis. Chapter 2 briefly reviews the current progress of oil sands 

extraction technology, as well as the development of responsive materials in the general petroleum 

industry. Chapter 3 introduces the experimental methodologies and equipment used for this study. 

Chapter 4 studies the switching mechanisms of CO2-responsive surfactants, especially their 

behaviors at the oil/water interface. Chapter 5 evaluates the performance of two CO2-responsive 

surfactants for the conventional heavy oil recovery process, whereas Chapter 6 presents the 

successful enhancement of bitumen recovery in bench-scale oil sands extraction demonstration. 

At the end of this thesis, Chapter 7 concludes the major contributions of this project, as well as 

the recommendations for future research. 
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 

2.1 Oil sands extraction 

Oil sands, also known as tar sands or bituminous sands, are considered to be one of the most 

important unconventional petroleum deposits [1]. Canada has one of the world’s largest found oil 

sand reserves in northern Alberta, whereas others are located in Venezuela, Russia, and 

Kazakhstan. Compared to conventional oil, which can be produced from traditional wells, oil sands 

are relatively difficult and expensive to extract. Oil sands are usually described as a highly dense, 

highly viscous mixture of bitumen, water, sand, and clay, which contain high heavy metal content 

and a high carbon-to-hydrogen ratio. Therefore, numerous explorations and research projects have 

been performed over the decades in order to find a better and cheaper way to recover bitumen from 

oil sands. 

Current methods of recovering bitumen from oil sands involve open-pit mining, mainly using 

Clark Hot Water Extraction (CHWE), and in-situ technique, mainly using Stream Assisted Gravity 

Drainage (SAGD). The difference between the two operations depends on the thickness of the 

overburden [2]. According to the Alberta Energy Regulator (AER), open-pit mining is limited to 

areas where the overburden thickness is less than 75m [3]. It is worth noting that open-pit mining 

is still the most mature and commercialized technique and produces about 50% of the total bitumen 

in Alberta oil sand industry, although the in-situ technique is considered to be the promising future. 
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The typical water-based extraction process can be summarized into four steps: slurry preparation, 

extraction, froth treatment, and tailing treatment (Figure 2.1a). Oil sand ores are collected by 

gigantic shovels and trucks in open-pit mines and then crushed into small pieces. After adding hot 

water and chemical aids, the resulting slurries have much lower viscosity, allowing hydro-

transportation in pipelines. While transported in pipelines, bitumen would be liberated from sand 

grains and form tiny droplets. The release of bitumen is also referred to the liberation stage of oil 

sand extraction. After the liberation, air bubbles would be used to capture bitumen in water and 

create froth, which contains 60% bitumen, 30% water, and 10% solid. The remaining bottom 

would be treated as tailings. This process is called the aeration stage of oil sand extraction. The 

froth will be collected and treated with either naphthenic or paraffinic solvent in order to increase 

bitumen content by up to 99% [2]. 

Throughout the CHWE process, it is essential to liberate bitumen from the sand grains and allow 

them to be adsorbed onto the air bubbles. For the purpose of increasing the total bitumen recovery 

ratio, it is ideal to improve the efficiency in both liberation and aeration stages. Unfortunately, 

qualitative analysis reveals the problem that operation requirements for the efficiency 

enhancement for the two stages conflict with each other. In liberation, water-favorable bitumen 

surfaces are preferred in order to enhance the separation of bitumen and sand grains. Therefore, it 

is desirable to have either hydrophilic bitumen droplets, which is not realistic in most cases, or 

surface-active agents sitting on the water-bitumen interface. However, surface-active agents 

produce a fine water-bitumen emulsion, resulting in resistance to aeration. Tiny hydrophilized oil 

droplets are less able to be captured by air bubbles, which are hydrophobic [4]. In fact, this is also 

the reason why surface-active asphaltenes, which are naturally contained in the oil sand, are 

unfavorable in oil sand extraction [5].  
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Figure 2.1. (a) Typical process of the water-based extraction process; Schematic views of (b) the 

liberation stage and (c) the aeration stage. 

Quantitatively understanding of this conflict between liberation and aeration is explained by 

Young’s equation. Figures 2.1b & 2.1c are the schemes for liberation and aeration, respectively, 

where θ s are the three-phase contact angles. Following the analysis above and described 

quantitatively, it is desirable to have a small θ in the liberation stage, which would enhance the 

separation of bitumen and sand grain. Meanwhile, the higher value of θ in the aeration stage would 

contribute to a better attachment among bitumen and air bubbles. In the liberation stage (Figure 

2.1b), Young’s equation gives: 
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cos θlib =
γSB − γSW

γWB
 

Eq. 2.1 

where  θlib  is the contact angle in the liberation stage, γSB ,  γSW , and γWB  are the interfacial 

tensions between sand-bitumen, sand-water, and water-bitumen interfaces, respectively. 

Therefore, θlib could be minimized by either increasing γSB, decreasing γSW, or decreasing γWB. 

Similarly, in the aeration stage (Figure1c), Young’s equation shows: 

cos θaera =
γAB − γWB

γWA
 

Eq. 2.2 

where  θaera  is the contact angle in the aeration stage, γAB ,  γWB , and γWA  are the interfacial 

tensions between air-bitumen, water-bitumen, and water-air interfaces, respectively. For the 

purpose of maximizing θaera , it is necessary to have lower  γAB , higher γWB , or higher γWA . 

Considering that γWB  is contradictory in those two stages, it is impossible to satisfy both 

requirements by traditional methods, i.e., adding normal surfactants. It should also be noted that 

pH would affect γSW and the release of natural surfactants in asphaltene as well [5, 6]. In general, 

liberation prefers base conditions, while aeration prefers neutral/acid conditions [7]. As a 

compromise to the conflict, the current industrial operation pH is ~ 8 [1]. 

Responsive materials, especially CO2-responsive surfactants, are potentially the answer to solve 

the problem. Responsive materials exhibit a dramatic and discontinuous change of their physical 

properties, i.e., change of solubility or amphiphilicity balance due to stimuli like temperature, pH 

variation. The main strategy of utilizing responsive surfactants is to introduce their surface activity 

in the liberation stage and switch to non-active in the aeration stage via the external changes.  
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2.2 Responsive materials in the petroleum industry 

In the petroleum industry, it is very common to see that different properties are required at the 

different stages in one continuous process, some of which could even conflict with each other. 

Sometimes, the oil needs to be emulsified with water, but soon required to be separated from the 

emulsion in the following step. Increasing the viscosity of the displacing fluids improves the 

mobility of heavy oil in the reservoir, but also causes injection and processing difficulties. 

Conventionally, each individual step requires one specific chemical addition, e.g., surfactants for 

emulsification and demulsifiers for demulsification. Such a strategy would lead to the waste of 

materials, the low efficiency of operation, as well as the accumulations of the pollutants in the near 

environment.  

Responsive materials feature switchable properties upon external stimuli, such as temperature, pH, 

UV radiation, CO2/N2 gas, magnetic field, etc. They are capable of serving as multifunctional 

materials that could accomplish more than one requirement. Hence, successful implements of the 

responsive materials could significantly reduce the chemical additions, improve the process 

sustainability, and alleviate the environmental concerns. More importantly, their switching 

behavior that is subjected to a specific external stimulus could be activated when desired, similar 

to the “switch on/off” of a light bulb in daily life. Responsive materials have been considered as 

the frontier technology for designing “smart” processes and have attracted numerous interests from 

various fields, including the petroleum industry, pharmaceuticals, controlled drug delivery, 

sensors, cosmetics, and soil/water remediations. In this section, we focus on the recent progress of 

responsive materials in the petroleum industry due to our specific interests.  
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Major challenges of applying responsive materials to the petroleum industry include the difficulty 

in materials preparation, the complicity of operating conditions, and economic efficiency. 

Responsive materials are typically difficult to synthesis or expensive, either of which restricts their 

potentials in large-scale applications. Besides, it is also essential to choose an appropriate trigger 

for the activation of responsive behavior, which should be economically and environmentally 

favorable.  

2.2.1 Switchable interfacial activity 

Controlling interfacial activity is of critical importance to various operations in the petroleum 

industry [1]. The introduction of interfacial activity could efficiently decrease the oil-water 

interfacial tension (IFT), reducing the capillary pressure in porous media, and alter the wettability 

of reservoir solids. Petroleum oil often contains various natural surfactants, e.g., naphthenic acids, 

asphaltenes, and resins. Besides, amphiphilic molecules such as surfactants, polymers, or particles 

could also be added to provide the desired interfacial activity. However, strong interfacial activity 

is problematic to the oil-water separation, which would lead to detrimental impacts on heavy oil 

harvesting and upgrading, as well as dramatically increase the quantity of tailings water. Typical 

strategies to alleviate the interfacial problem involve the optimization of surfactant dosage but with 

compromised performance, the addition of a secondary processing aid (e.g., demulsifiers), or the 

application of physical forces (e.g., centrifugation or electrical field). The concept of switchable 

interfacial activity is to permit precise modulation of the interface through responsive materials, 

and thereby overcome the technical difficulties as mentioned above.   
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2.2.1.1 Switchable surfactants 

Surfactants are widely used to decrease the oil-water IFT. Recent developments of conventional 

surfactants in the petroleum industry have been reviewed in detail [2, 3]. With the comprehensive 

understanding of interfacial science, surfactants with switchable interfacial activity have been 

considered as the next generation processing aid. Lu et al. reported pseudo-Gemini surfactants 

with CO2 switchability that were easily synthesized by diamines and fatty acids [4]. These 

surfactants were capable of facilitating the bitumen liberation from sand grains, as well as 

promoting oil-water separation after CO2 bubbling (Figure 2.2). The same group also developed a 

series of CO2-responsive surfactants with easy-tunable switching pH, such that the concept could 

be expanded to various operating conditions [5, 6]. 

Responsive surfactants were also developed to transport heavy oil in pipelines. Heavy oil 

transportation in pipelines is usually accompanied by significant difficulties, including paraffin 

precipitations, instability of asphaltenes, multiphase flow, clogging, and corrosions [7]. These 

phenomena could be even worse for the heavy oil with low API (American Petroleum Institute 

gravity) and high viscosity (> 103 mPas). In efforts to alleviate such situations, Lu and his 

coworkers investigated CO2 switchable emulsions to improve the heavy oil flows in hydro-

transportation [8, 9]. At the end of the pipelines, CO2 gas was bubbled to release the heavy oil in 

emulsions, whereas the aqueous phase could be recycled. 

Microemulsions stabilized by responsive surfactants have recently gained numerous interests as a 

novel technique to assist surfactant flooding enhanced oil recovery (EOR) process [10, 11]. 

Microemulsions are transparent, thermodynamically stable emulsions have droplet sized smaller 

than 100 nm [12-14]. Microemulsions feature high oil capacity, thereby are capable of carrying a 
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decent amount of crude oil from the reservoir through washing. The responsive characters then 

allow oil products to be separated from the emulsions. Brown et al. developed CO2-responsive 

microemulsions based on reactive ionic liquids, which was proposed as the replacement to 

conventional cleaning agents and emulsifiers [15, 16]. A few CO2-responsive microemulsion 

systems were also reported for broad aspects of applications, such as oil recovery, contaminated 

soil remediation, and drilling fluids recovery [17-19]. However, researchers are still challenging 

the robustness of microemulsions in porous media [14], which is critical to the petroleum industry. 

 

 

Figure 2.2. (a) Molecular structure of pseudo-Gemini surfactants; (b) Enhancement of bitumen 

liberation by introducing interfacial activity; and (c) Enhancement of oil-water separation by 

activating CO2 switchability. (Modified from ref. [4]) 
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2.2.1.2 Switchable polymeric surfactants 

Polymers have been extensively studied as processing aids to the EOR application for decades [20, 

21]. They could serve as the interfacial modifiers and the fluid viscosifiers. In this section, we 

focus on the responsive polymeric surfactants that majorly influence the interfacial properties. 

Polymeric viscosifiers will be reviewed in the following section.  

There are several attempts being made to develop thermo-responsive polymeric surfactants for the 

oil sands extraction process [22-24]. It is known that thermo-responsive polymers exhibit coil-

globule transition as the environment temperature increases above its lower critical solution 

temperature (LCST) [25], where they transform from water-soluble to water-insoluble. Hence, 

polymeric surfactants could be designed as the block copolymer that is composed of a thermal-

responsive block and another balancing block. The interfacial activity of polymeric surfactants 

becomes switchable when the thermo-responsive block performs its LCST transition behavior, 

which breaks the natural amphiphilicity balance. The proposed concept of thermo-responsive 

polymeric surfactants is shown in Figure 2.3 [24]. Although these approaches are of great scientific 

importance, as well as open avenues for responsive materials, the use of thermal response is 

economically unfavorable because of the enormous energy consumption to change bulk 

temperature, especially when considering the large scale of oil sands industry. Besides, the costs 

for precise copolymerization are often expensive as well. 
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Figure 2.3. (a) Proposed concept of polymeric surfactants enhancing bitumen recovery in oil 

sands extraction; (b) Polymerization the thermal-responsive polymeric surfactant; and (c) Bottle 

tests of oil sands extraction. (Modified from ref. [24]) 

2.2.1.3 Switchable particles 

Over the past years, there are numerous researches showing the potential of particles in the 

petroleum industry, including exploration, drilling, production, and refinery. Particles could be 

designed as the in-situ sensing materials to estimate the reservoir temperature/pressure [26], map 

the real-time oil reservoir evolution [27], and detect the waterfront of displacing fluid [28, 29]. 

Particles with interfacial activity were also reported to stabilize oil-in-water emulsions [30] or 

soften rigid films caused by asphaltenes [31, 32]. In the upstream operations, particles were 

explored to serve as catalysts [33] or reduce the fouling effect [34]. Indeed, particle 

characterization and modification have been considered as the frontier technology to the future 

industry. 
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Stimuli-responsive particles have also been studied extensively in the past decade. Particles could 

respond to the external change either according to the surface characters of solid cores (e.g., 

graphene oxide response to bulk pH [35]), or by grafting functional groups. Tang et al. summarized 

the current development of stimuli-responsive particles, as well as their potential applications [36]. 

However, there are still a few reports about the stimuli-responsive particles in the petroleum 

industry. Wang and coworkers reported pH-responsive magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) for 

efficient emulsification of crude oil-in-water and facile oil-water separation (Figure 2.4) [37]. He 

et al. further improved the concept by synthesizing Janus particles with magnetic responsiveness 

[31]. Besides, Tang proposed pH-responsive particles based on cellulose nanoparticles for heavy 

oil harvesting, of which the system is surfactant-free and biocompatible [38].  

 

Figure 2.4. Application of pH-responsive magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) as recyclable 

stabilizers for oil-water separation [37]. 

One of the biggest obstacles of applying responsive particles in the petroleum industry is their 

behaviors in the complex reservoir conditions. In the EOR process, for example, several 
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mechanisms have been proposed for the particles enhancing heavy oil liberation, including 

wettability alternation, IFT reduction, and disjointing pressure. The presence of particles also 

decreases the oil-water IFT, which is essential to the liberation of heavy oil from solids [39]. On 

the other hand, particles are capable of altering the surface wettability by adsorbing onto the solid 

surface (coating mechanism) and removing the original adsorbed molecules (cleaning 

mechanism), as proposed by Hammond and Unsal [40]. Al-Ansari et al. investigated the calcite 

surfaces by atomic force microscopy (AFM) before and after the nanoparticle flooding treatment 

[41]. Experimental images clearly indicated that particles had a dramatic influence on the surface 

morphology (Figure 2.5). In addition, the spreading of nanoparticles on the solid surface is a 

complicated phenomenon. It is commonly accepted that a wedge-film would be formed at the oil-

water-solid three-phase contact line (Figure 2.6) [42, 43]. Such phenomena could build up 

disjoining pressure up to 5  104 Pa in the vertex region, facilitating the oil-solid separation and 

allowing the fluid to spread further [43, 44]. 

 

Figure 2.5. Topography picture of calcite surfaces before (top) and after (bottom) nanoparticle 

treatment. (Modified from ref. [41]) 
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Figure 2.6. (a) Wedge-shaped nanoparticle structure and forces; and (b) Wedge contact pressure  

[44]. 

2.2.2 Switchable solvent 

Solvent extraction is a promising technique to extract heavy oil from unconventional petroleum 

reservoir due to its low operating temperature, high extraction rate, and universal applicability. 

However, traditional solvents are usually challenged by the costs of solvent recovery and the 

inevitable solvent loss [45]. More recently, solvents with switchable polarity had been exploited 

as a green substitution to the traditional solvents. Switchable solvents are non-ionic liquids (low 

polarity, hydrophobic) that can convert to ionic liquid (high polarity, hydrophilic) when exposing 

to the external stimuli [46, 47]. To the best of our knowledge, switchable solvents mostly respond 

to CO2/N2 gas. Their nature as ionic liquids features low volatility, whereas their switchable 

character permits efficient recycling of the solvents.  

Switchable solvents could be introduced in their non-ionic form to dissolve hydrocarbon resources, 

and then switch to ionic form to separate the high-quality petroleum product and recycle the 

solvent. Holland et al. first investigated the use of a switchable hydrophilic solvent (SHS) for 
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enhancing bitumen recovery from oil sands [48]. Their proposed process is illustrated in Figure 

2.7, where cyclohexyldimethylamine (CyNMe2) exhibits reversible CO2 switchability. It is worth 

mentioning that water was not involved in the bitumen extraction, until being used for the recycle 

of switchable solvents. Similar strategies have been applied to various non-conventional petroleum 

resources, and the recovery ratio is typically higher than 90 % [48-50]. In addition, SHS had also 

been demonstrated to weaken the asphaltene self-association interactions and reduce the size of 

asphaltene aggregations [51], which exhibit further implications for the upgraders.  

Solvent loss is still the biggest obstacle for commercializing the switchable solvent from the 

perspectives of both the petroleum industry and environmental regulators. Although the switchable 

solvents are proposed with a straightforward recovery method, the recovery ratio of SHS still could 

not meet the requirements to the best of our knowledge. Holland et al. indicated that the best 

method applied resulted in a solvent loss of 0.06 g CyNMe2 per gram of solvent-free bitumen [48]. 

Merchan-Arenas reported that only 54 - 60 % of the SHS (N,N-dimethyl-cyclohexylamine, 

DMCHA) could be recycled and reinjected into the extraction process [49]. These issues were 

caused by the insufficient protonation/deprotonation during the CO2 switching process, which led 

to incomplete phase separation. Besides, bitumen with high viscosity is also considered as a 

potential hindrance to the recovery of the switchable solvent due to its low mobility [45].  
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Figure 2.7. (a) Proposed process of switchable hydrophilicity solvent (SHS) introduced as the 

non-ionic liquid for the bitumen recovery from oil sands; (b) Mechanism of the CO2 switching 

solvent; and (c) The mixture of carbonated water and CyNMe2 after the bitumen has been 

decanted (left) and the same mixture after the CO2 has been removed (right). (Modified from 

ref. [48]) 

Switchable solvents could also be introduced in their ionic form, typically in combination with the 

aqueous phase, where they serve as both the solvent and the interfacial modifier. Sui et al. used 

switchable-hydrophilicity tertiary amine (SHTA) in recovering heavy hydrocarbon from oil sands 

[52]. A general illustration of the extraction process is shown in Figure 2.8. A cosolvent (toluene) 

was added to further reduced the bitumen viscosity. It was addressed that the improvement of 

processability should be attributed to the formation of ion pairs at the bitumen surfaces, which 

inhibited the bitumen-solid interactions. The same group later claimed a similar approach using a 

CO2 switchable solvent with diamine structure (N,N,N′,N′-tetraethyl-1,3-propanediamine, 

TEPDA), but in the absence of the cosolvent [53].  
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Applying switchable solvents in their ionic forms has been demonstrated with the promising 

recyclability as well as the significant reduction in solid entrainment. Switchable solvents 

combined with the aqueous phase could be recycled for at least four times and only exhibited a 

slight  decrease in the extraction efficiency [52, 53]. Besides, Li et al. emphasized that both the 

solid entrainment in the oil product and the solvent loss to solid wastes were sharply reduced (more 

than 50 %)  in comparison with those without water addition [53]. Once again, such a phenomenon 

should be attributed to the decreased interaction between bitumen and solid. However, the physical 

and chemical properties of the solid surface are often location-dependent according to the origin 

and geological characters of the petroleum reservoir. Since the approach of combining switchable 

solvent with water is highly dependent on the replacement of bitumen-solid interactions by 

bitumen-solvent ion pairs, this strategy might be affected by the solid properties, as well as the 

affinity between bitumen and switchable solvent. Hence, it may not be as universally applicable 

as the non-ionic switchable solvent extraction. Nevertheless, further exploration is definitely 

needed to investigate the feasibility of switchable solvents in various petroleum resources. 

2.2.3 Switchable viscosity 

The viscosity of the displacing fluid is of critical importance to the EOR process. When displacing 

the original crude oil by in-situ waterflooding, it is commonly seen that water fluids flow much 

faster than the oil phase due to the viscosity differences, leaving most of the oil products behind 

without efficient recovery. This phenomenon is known as the viscous fingering (Figure 2.9a), 

which dramatically influences the in-situ flow behavior and typically causes negative impacts on 

the recovery ratio [54, 55]. In efforts to prohibit the viscous fingering, the conventional approach 

is to increase the viscosity of the displacing fluid and to match that of the interacting fluid to form 

a uniform interface [56, 57]. Polymer-assisted flooding has been reported with good performances 
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in the reservoirs with oil viscosity between 10 to 150 mPas [57-59]. However, the upper limit of 

oil viscosity is subjected to injection difficulties. Since the aqueous displacing fluid is needed to 

contain a comparable viscosity as the target crude oil, tremendous efforts are demanded to pump 

in these highly viscous solutions.  

  

Figure 2.8. (a) Switchable solvent introduced as ionic liquid for the enhancement of oil sands 

extraction; (b) Amine-water system before CO2 injection (left) and forming homogeneous 

solution after CO2 injection (right); and (c) Mechanism of switchable solvent enhancing 

aqueous-nonaqueous hybrid oil sands extraction. (Modified from ref. [52]) 
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Figure 2.9. (a) Simulated viscous fingering in a porous media flow (Modified from ref. [55]); 

and (b) Illustration of using the pH-responsive amphiphilic system as displacing fluid in EOR 

[57]. 

Displacing fluids containing responsive viscosifiers could be designed with the easy-to-flow 

property during the pump-in stage, while also capable of depositing high viscosity explicitly in the 

oil-rich regions. The concept is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.9b. External stimuli are 

introduced in situ to trigger the increase of fluid viscosity, such that the fingering effect could be 

diminished, and the oil recovery is enhanced. There are several attempts to prove this novel 
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concept using responsive polymers or responsive self-assemblies. However, the current 

development of switchable viscous fluids in EOR is still facing numerous challenges, including 

the choice of proper stimuli, complicated in situ environment, high salinity and high temperature 

operating conditions, and the loss of viscosifier due to the adsorption. 

2.2.3.1 Responsive polymeric viscosifier 

Polymers are the most widely used viscosifier to thicken the displacing fluid in EOR. For example, 

the aqueous solution of polyacrylamide (PAM) or its derivatives has been studied for decades as 

effective additives to enhance the oil recovery [60]. Despite the pumping difficulties for highly 

viscous polymer solutions as mentioned, conventional polymers also suffer from thermal-thinning 

properties and salt-screening effect, i.e., reduced viscosity at high temperature and high salinity 

conditions. Both factors further impede their applications in harsh EOR operating conditions. 

Thermoviscosifying polymers (TVPs) are a special type of polymer, of which the solution 

viscosity exhibits an increase when the temperature rises above their corresponding critical 

associating temperature (CAT). Hourdet and his coworkers recognized the thermoviscosifying 

behaviors when grafting side chains with LCST behavior onto a water-soluble polymer backbone 

[61-63]. Micro-domains were thereby generated at high temperatures, which interact with each 

other through hydrophobic interaction and increase solution viscosity by entanglement (Figure 

2.10a). In the past decade, TVPs have been extensively investigated as promising additives to 

enhance the oil recovery from hot petroleum reservoirs since their thermal-responsive behaviors 

correspond well with the demands in EOR. Feng’s group developed a series of TVPs for EOR 

applications from laboratory demonstrations to pilot-scale implementations [64-66]. Similar 

concepts were also conducted by other groups using various types of TVPs and under different 
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reservoir conditions [67-70]. It was demonstrated that TVPs exhibited better sweep efficiencies 

and mobility controls in the core flooding tests if compared with the conventional PAM addition 

(Figure 2.10b & 2.10c). Correspondingly, TVP solutions resulted in higher increment in the oil 

recovery factor after water flooding (16.4 % at 45 °C and 15.5 % at 85 °C), whereas the increment 

of recovery factor by PAM solutions decreased at elevated temperature (12.0 % at 45 °C and 9.20 

% at 85 °C) [66]. In general, TVPs have great potentials to be utilized in EOR, especially for 

reservoirs with high temperatures and high salinity. More interestingly, the thermoviscosifying 

behavior could even be largely enhanced with increasing salt concentration, suggesting the good 

salinity tolerance of TVPs in EOR operation [71]. Li et al. utilized such salt-responsive phenomena 

and successfully developed the viscosifying polymer for fracturing shale oil reservoirs [72]. 

The thickening of polymer solution could also be achieved by introducing pH-responsive moieties. 

It is known that polyelectrolytes with more than one charged group changes their conformation at 

different pH conditions, thereby affecting the solution viscosity. Typically, polyanions experience 

high viscosity at high pH and low viscosity at low pH, whereas polycations exhibit the opposite 

[20, 73]. Tam and coworkers designed pH-responsive polyelectrolytes with a comb-like structure, 

comprising of a random copolymer of methacrylic acid (MAA), ethyl acrylate (EA), and 

hydrophobically modified macromonomers (Figure 2.11a) [74, 75]. These polymer latexes exhibit 

swelling behavior at high pH conditions and significantly increase the solution viscosity. Araujo 

et al. demonstrated that the exceptional thickening capability of comb-like polyelectrolytes is the 

combination of electrostatic repulsion, intra-/inter-molecular association, and EA block 

association (Figure 2.11b) [76]. However, to the best of our knowledge, pH-responsive polymers 

as “smart” viscosifier were not explored as extensively as the TVPs in EOR applications due to 

several technical difficulties. The presence of dissolved ions would greatly reduce the viscosity of 
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polyelectrolyte solutions due to the screening of charges (Figure 2.11c) [75]. The local mechanical 

stress also affects the formation of the polymer network, concerning the polymer performance 

when bypassing the porous medium in the petroleum reservoir [77]. Besides, the interaction 

between charged polyelectrolytes and natural surfactants have a pronounced influence on the 

thickening effect [20, 78]. 

 

Figure 2.10. (a) Mechanisms of thermoviscosifying behavior (Modified from ref. [63]); 

Recovery factors and flooding pressures using PAM or TVPs in core flooding tests at (b) 45 °C 

and (c) 85 °C. (Cpolymer = 0.2 wt.%; Total dissolved solids = 101,000 mg/L; Injected rate = 2 

mL/min). (Modified from ref. [66]) 
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Figure 2.11. (a) Typical pH-responsive polyelectrolytes with a comb-like structure [74]; (b) 

Intra-/Inter-molecular interactions for the thickening effect of polyelectrolytes at the high pH 

condition [76]; and (c) Dissolution and switching mechanism of polyelectrolytes in the absence 

and in the presence of salt [75].  

There are also several attempts to develop responsive polymeric viscosifiers for EOR applications 

despite thermal- and pH- responses. Philippova and Khokhlov reported “water-responsive” 

polymers that could find the water influx by itself and block the unwanted flows of displacing 

fluids [79]. Zhong et al. proposed a novel associative polymer with a good salt-thickening effect, 

that also exhibits heat-thickening and shear thickening properties at low shear stress [80]. Zhang 

and coworkers developed self-adaptive polymers that automatic response to the applied stress [81]. 

When flowing through the converging sections of the porous medium, polymer aggregations 

disassembled due to the local shear and elongated force, helping the displacing fluid enter the pore 
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throat regions. In the diverging area, polymers regain intermolecular interactions and reinforce the 

solution viscosity. Further investigations are needed to assess the viability and feasibility of these 

novel responsive polymers.  

2.2.3.2 Responsive self-assembled viscosifier 

Self-assembly structures are also promising candidates to construct responsive viscosifiers in the 

aqueous solution. Worm-like micelles (WLMs) are the elongated flexible self-assemblies formed 

by the aggregation of amphiphiles [82], which exhibit remarkable viscoelastic properties above 

threshold concentrations. Moreover, the dynamic structures of WLMs could be influenced by 

external conditions (stimuli), whereas such morphology changes are usually reversible. Akbulut 

and his coworkers reported the use of the pH-responsive amphiphilic system in EOR [57]. WLMs 

were assembled by the combination of an amino amide (N-oleicamidopropyl-N,N-dimethylamine) 

and maleic acid (Figure 2.12a),  which could increase its viscosity 12 times by changing the pH 

from 4 to 8 in a reversible manner (Figure 2.12b). WLMs were proved to be effective as the 

displacing fluid in column experiments (Figure 2.12c). The same group also proposed a similar 

approach using a thermal-responsive amphiphile with WLMs formation as well as good salinity 

tolerance [83]. Since the in-situ EOR is usually operated at the elevated temperature, responsive 

amphiphiles could be injected on the ground at ambient temperature and self-adapted to high 

viscosity according to the environment temperature. 
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Figure 2.12. (a) Two-step synthesis protocol for the preparation of pH-responsive amphiphiles; 

(b) Effect of solution pH on the viscosity of amphiphile solution; and (c) Fraction of oil 

recovered using the amphiphile at different pH values. (Modified from ref. [57]) 

In the petroleum reservoirs with ultra-low permeability, the EOR process using CO2 flooding 

(CO2-EOR) is one of the most promising techniques to improve sweep efficiency. However, the 

high mobility of CO2 and the reservoir heterogeneity are considered to be the two major issues 

needed to be tackled [84]. CO2 has low density and high mobility. Thereby, they tend to migrate 

either upward to the top of the reservoir or sideways to the regions with relatively higher 

permeability, both of which could be prevented by controlling system viscosity. Since CO2 gas is 

already involved in the process, it is quite intuitive to design a CO2-responsive viscosifier to 

alleviate the above-mentioned concerns. Li et al. investigated the use of CO2-responsive chemical 

(N-erucamidopropyl-N,N-dimethylamine) for mobility control in the CO2-EOR process using 
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water-alternating-gas (WAG) injection [85]. During the WAG process (Figure 2.13a), water and 

gas (CO2) are injected into the wellbore alternatively, which provides a natural platform for the 

responsive viscosifier to be switched reversibly. In the ideal scenario, the fluid viscosity maintains 

a low value before the contact with CO2 and exhibits a sharp increase by forming WLMs structures 

after the contact with CO2. Later on, the same group further improved the concept by screening 

more CO2-responsive compounds at high temperature, high pressure, and high salinity conditions, 

which simulates the in situ operation [86]. It was demonstrated that the long-chain polyamine, 

ODPTA (octadecyl dipropylene triamine), displayed promising mobility control capability in the 

sand-pack flooding experiments in comparison with conventional surfactants (Figure 2.13b). More 

importantly, ODPTA exhibited extraordinary CO2 foaming capability at high temperature (160 

C), high pressure (7.8 MPa), and high salinity (200,000 ppm with 1000 ppm Ca2+). Similarly, 

Zhang et al. screened five kinds of chemicals with various CO2-responsive groups for the CO2-

EOR process combined with hydraulic fracturing [87]. Yang and his coworkers also claimed that 

CO2-responsive WLMs formed by the combination of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and 

diethylenetriamine (DETA) could enhance CO2 flooding [88]. In general, switching the fluid 

viscosity in situ has a significant impact on improving the oil recovery and broadening the reservoir 

processability. WLMs that contain CO2-responsive moieties are believed to have a good affinity 

with the CO2-EOR process. 
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Figure 2.13. (a) Illustration of CO2-EOR process using WAG injection technique; (b) 

Comparison of the effect of CO2-responsive compound (octadecyl dipropylene triamine, 

ODPTA) with conventional surfactants, such as sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and octadearyl 

dimethyl ammonium chloride (OTAC); The performance of ODPTA was further investigated 

by the effect of temperature at 7.8 MPa (c), the effect of pressure at 160 C (d), and the effect 

of salinity at 7.8 MPa and 160 C (e). (Figure a was modified from ref. [89], while Figures b-e 

was modified from ref. [86]) 

Although numerous responsive WLMs had been reported in various petroleum applications, as 

discussed above, there are still concerns about the feasibility of WLMs assemblies in harsh EOR 

operating conditions. Compared to polymers, WLMs feature dynamic assembly properties through 

non-covalent interactions. Such characters enable easy design of the responsive behavior but also 

result in difficulties in maintaining stable properties upon the disruption from environmental 
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changes. The viscoelastic property of WLMs solutions could be significantly reduced in the 

presence of light crude oil due to the transformation from WLMs to spherical micelles [90, 91]. 

Hence, it would be more suitable to apply responsive WLMs to the petroleum reservoir with heavy 

or ultra-heavy oil. Besides, there is still a lack of evidence whether WLMs would remain their 

entangled structures when passing through the porous medium. The mechanical strength of WLMs 

might be challenged by the pore throats, where the local radius becomes extremely small. To 

alleviate such concern, Zhu et al. reported that the addition of a pre-flush slug or post-flush of 

polymer (partially hydrolyzed polyacrylamide, HPAM) would remarkably increase the oil 

recovery factor from WLMs-assisted process [92]. To the best of our knowledge, however, there 

is no further investigation of this system in the responsive WLMs systems. Furthermore, economic 

efficiency is perhaps the most significant limitation to commercialize WLMs in EOR applications. 

The formation of WLMs requires the high concentration of the amphiphiles, typically above 4 

wt.% [3], which is not viability in large-scale circumstances. In addition to high chemical dosage, 

the adsorption onto the solid surfaces could further consume the amphiphiles, leading to less 

efficiency of WLMs formation, lower fluid viscosity, even the transformation from WLMs to 

spherical micelles [90]. There are emerging demands to develop the building blocks for WLMs 

with weak adsorption characters. Despite the challenges in current technology, we still believe that 

responsive WLMs still provide great opportunities to the EOR applications. 
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Chapter 3. Experimental 

All experiments were conducted at room temperature (23 ± 1 °C) unless otherwise specified. 

3.1 Materials  

Capric acid (CA) (99%, Fisher Scientific), lauric acid (LA) (99%, Fisher Scientific), myristic acid 

(MA) (99%, Fisher Scientific), oleic acid (OA) (>95%, Fisher Scientific), monoethanolamine 

(MEA) (>99%, Sigma-Aldrich), heptane (>99.5%, Fisher Scientific) and toluene (>99.5%, Fisher) 

were used as received without further purification. CO2 gas (medical grade, Praxair) was also used 

as received. Milli-Q water was supplied by ThermoFischer Barnstead Nanopure ultrapure water 

purification system (resistivity > 18 MΩcm, γheptane/water = 50.9 mN/m, γtoluene/water = 36.3 mN/m). 

Hydrochloride (HCl) (1 N solution, Sigma-Aldrich) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) (1 N solution, 

Fisher Scientific) were diluted by Milli-Q water prior to their use. 

Surfactant solutions were prepared by simple mixing of MEA with LCFA at 1:1 M ratio in Milli-

Q water. Surfactant solutions were sonicated at 50 °C for 5 h in a sonication water bath and then 

shaken on a custom-designed shaker for 48 h. Figure 3.1 shows the reactions that take place during 

sample preparation. Prior to its use, each surfactant solution was sonicated at 50 °C for 1 h. This 

is to eliminate any precipitations that may have occurred during storage. Compounds prepared as 

such are denoted as MEA-LCFA [e.g., MEA-CA for monoethanolamine – capric acid] and their 

structures are shown in Figure 3.1. 

The petroleum ores in this study were Canadian oil sands ores (Athabasca, site AC, 2016) provided 

by Syncrude Canada Ltd. The ores contained 11.4 wt.% of heavy oil, 3.7 wt.% of water and 84.9 

wt.% of solids. The solid particles less than 44 μm in size, which is also known as the fines, had a 
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content of 22.0 wt.% of total solids in this oil sands ores. The ore composition was determined by 

the Dean Stark apparatus and was consistent with previous reports [1, 2]. The heavy oil (bitumen) 

sample, which was also provided by Syncrude Canada Ltd, was collected from the predominantly 

fed to the vacuum distillation unit. The process water used was from the Aurora process water on 

September 2016. 

 

Figure 3.1. Preparation of MEA-LCFA surfactants and the basis of CO2 switching with 

structures of four MEA-LCFA surfactants. 
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3.2 Interfacial tension (IFT) measurement 

Interfacial tension (IFT) was measured using the pendant drop method on a T200 Theta Optical 

Tensiometer (Biolin Scientific) (Figure 3.2). A pendant oil drop was first generated at the tip of a 

“J-shape” needle while submerged in the surfactant solution. Images of the pendant drop were 

captured by a high-speed CCD camera at one frame/second (FPS) rate. IFT is analyzed by fitting 

the drop shape in accordance with the Young-Laplace equation [3, 4] using OneAttension software 

provided by Biolin Scientific. The IFT of the heptane/water interface was found to be 50.9  0.1 

mN/m, while that of toluene/water interface was 36.3  0.2 mN/m, both of which were in good 

agreement with the values reported in the open literature [5]. 

3.2.1 Interfacial switching 

The interfacial responses of MEA-LCFA surfactants at the oil/water interface were determined by 

measuring the change of dynamic IFT during the switching process. A pendant drop (heptane or 

toluene, 15 µl) was first generated in the surfactant solution (1 mM, 3 ml). Surfactants were 

allowed to adsorb onto the oil/water interface until an equilibrium was reached, i.e., the rate of IFT 

change was undetectable (<0.02 mN/min). CO2-responses were then activated by adding a certain 

volume of CO2-saturated water into the aqueous phase (denoted as t = 0 s). CO2-saturated water 

was prepared by bubbling CO2 in Milli-Q water for 600 s. Dynamic IFTs were recorded until a 

new equilibrium was reached. 

3.2.2 Solution switching 

The responses of MEA-LCFA surfactants in the bulk solution were characterized by their 

equilibrium IFT values. The solution pH was first manipulated by gentle CO2 bubbling, or by 
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HCl/NaOH titration. IFTs were then measured when the surfactant adsorption was equilibrated at 

the interface. The major difference between interfacial switching and solution switching is that the 

surfactants were already switched in the bulk solution before the IFT measurements in solution 

switching. 

 

Figure 3.2. Photography of a pendent drop in the IFT measurement. 

3.3 Contact angle measurements 

The contact angle in the aqueous phase was obtained by a custom-designed micropipette system, 

where an inverted optical microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 200) was combined with micromanipulators. 

Experiments of an oil drop receding on a solid surface in water were performed as described in 

previously [6, 7]. Briefly speaking, a submillimeter size oil droplet (~ 5  10-4 mm3) (polybutene 

oil N190000, viscosity = 810 ± 10 Pas, Cannon Instrument Co.) was delivered onto a spherical 

silica cap, which had been pretreated by an air plasma cleaner (Harrick Plasma) for 300 s. The 
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measurement was initiated by placing the oil-covered silica surface into the aqueous solution, 

while the whole process was recorded by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera at one 

frame/second (FPS) rate. Typical images are shown in Figure 3.3. Dynamic contact angles in the 

aqueous phase were obtained by analyzing the sequence of recorded images with a custom-

programmed Matlab code [6]. Contours of the oil drop and the solid on the image was recognized 

due to the high greyscale contrasts at the interface, such that the values of the aqueous-phase 

contact angle could be evaluated at the intersections of two boundaries. Each condition was 

conducted at least twice. 

 

Figure 3.3. Snapshots of high viscosity oil droplet receding on a silica surface in Milli-Q water. 

3.4 Integrated thin film drainage apparatus (ITFDA) 

The coalescence time of two heptane droplets in surfactant solutions was measured by a custom-

designed integrated thin file drainage apparatus (ITFDA). The setup of this instrument is shown in 

Figure 3.4 and more details on this instrument can be found elsewhere [8, 9]. A general operating 

procedure for determining the coalescence time of two heptane droplets is as followed. A steel cell 

was first filled with 15 ml surfactant solutions (1 mM). The cell was placed on a three-dimensional 

micro-translation stage, which enabled precise positioning and alignment. A heptane droplet (d = 

2 mm) was generated at the tip of the glass tube, which was suspended in the aqueous phase. The 
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droplet was brought into contact with a Teflon plate located on the inner bottom of the chamber. 

The heptane droplet remained on the Teflon surface when the glass tube was lifted, forming a 

semicircular heptane drop of ~ 0.5 mm height. Then, another heptane droplet (d = 2 mm) was 

generated at the tip of the glass tube and suspended in the aqueous surfactant solutions. The bottom 

heptane droplet, moving together with the steel cell, was aligned to the top droplet with the help 

of a CCD camera by manually adjusting the translation stage. The top droplet was then brought to 

a distance of 175 μm above the bottom drop. Both droplets were aged in the solution for a sufficient 

period of time to allow the surfactants to adsorb until an equilibrium was reached. During the 

coalescence time measurement, the top droplet was moved down towards the bottom droplet by 

the speaker at an approaching speed of 0.3 mm/s and a total displacement of 187.5 μm representing 

an overlapping distance of 12.5 μm. The two droplets remained in contact for 120 seconds. The 

CCD camera recorded the whole process and the coalescence time of two heptane droplets was 

determined by analyzing the video recorded.  

The influence of MEA-LCFA surfactants on the attachment time of ultra-heavy crude oil (bitumen) 

to air bubbles in water was also investigated by the ITFDA. Details on the experimental setup were 

described in previous studies [10]. In general, the top droplets in Figure 3.4 was replaced by a 

pendant air bubble, whereas the bottom Teflon surface in Figure 3.4 was coated by bitumen 

obtained from Syncrude Canada Ltd. (Fort McMurray, Canada). To ensure a smooth bitumen 

surface, the Teflon plate with a thin layer of bitumen was heated gently for 300 seconds. After 

cooling down to room temperature, the bitumen surface was immersed into the surfactant solution 

(1 mM) for 30 minutes, mimicking the bitumen extraction process in the industry [10, 11]. CO2 

was then bubbled through the solution for 600 seconds to activate the responsiveness of 

surfactants. The bitumen-coated Teflon plate was taken out and transferred into the steel cell in 
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Figure 3.4. The clear solution was taken from the previous beaker to ensure the same chemical 

environment but with better visibility. An air bubble (d = 2 mm) was then generated from the glass 

tube and kept in the solution for 300 seconds prior to the bitumen-air bubble attachment 

measurement in order to ensure the equilibrium of surfactant adsorption. The air bubble was then 

moved downwards towards the bitumen surface. Air bubble was in contact with the bitumen 

surface for a controlled period of time, and the state of attaching or no attaching was recorded. 

Each contact time was repeated for 50 times for a certain bitumen surface. Bitumen-air bubble 

attachment time is defined as the contact time where there is an overall 50% possibility for the air 

bubbles successfully attaching onto the bitumen surface. Each contact time was repeated for 50 

times for a certain bitumen surface and each condition was conducted in at least triplicate. 

 

Figure 3.4. Schematic drawing of the integrated thin film drainage apparatus (ITFDA). 
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3.5 Demulsification tests 

Demulsification of heptane-in-MEA-LCFA aqueous solution emulsions was evaluated by 

comparing the visual appearance of emulsions with CO2 bubbling. Emulsions were prepared by 

vortex mixing of 1 ml heptane with 10 ml MEA-LCFA surfactant solution (20 mM) in a glass 

bottle for 60 s. Demulsification was conducted by continuous bubbling of CO2 into the prepared 

emulsions. Emulsions were photographed periodically to evaluate their stability with or without 

CO2 bubbling. Micrographs of emulsions were obtained using an optical microscope (Zeiss 

Axioskop 40). Droplet size distribution in the emulsions were analyzed by dynamic light scattering 

(DLS) method with a 173° back scattering angle (Zetasizer Nano S, Malvern Instruments®). 

Demulsification of heavy oil-in-surfactant aqueous solution emulsions was assessed by comparing 

their stability with and without CO2 bubbling. Due to the high viscosity of the heavy oil samples 

(2.22  103 Pas), the heavy oil used in this part of the study was diluted by toluene (1 wt.% heavy 

oil in toluene). Diluted heavy oil (15 ml) was mixed with surfactant aqueous solution (5 mM, 15 

ml) in a glass vial. The mixture was then homogenized by a homogenizer (VWR® 250) at 30,000 

rpm for 60 s. The demulsification process was conducted by continuous bubbling of CO2 into the 

emulsions for sufficient time until no visual change was observed (typically required ~ 120 s). 

Demulsification efficiency was evaluated by the volume of the black heavy oil in the upper layer.  

Post-demulsification experiments were conducted by analyzing the heavy oil product in the upper 

layer and the aqueous solution in the bottom layer. The heavy oil extracted from emulsions was 

collected and analyzed by FTIR spectrum (Agilent Technologies, Cary 600 Series FTIR 

Spectrometer). Oil samples were injected into a sample holder of two parallel KBr windows at a 

fixed spacing of 0.1 mm. The aqueous solutions in the bottom layer was considered as the tailings 
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water. They were also collected and investigated by their IFT values at the toluene/water interface 

and bulk pH values.  

3.6 Heavy oil liberation visualization cell  

Heavy oil liberation from the petroleum ores was studied by a custom-designed liberation 

visualization cell system. Details on the experimental setup could be found elsewhere [12, 13]. In 

general, petroleum ores were first placed at the bottom of a sample holder and flattened by a small 

hammer to ensure a flat surface was exposed. Aqueous solution of CO2-responsive surfactants was 

then added carefully into the sample holder until the ores were fully covered. The liberation process 

was monitored by a stereo-optical microscope (Olympus SZX 10) coupled with a high-resolution 

digital camera. Images of the heavy oil liberating from their host solids were captured 

consecutively for a duration of 600 s starting from the addition of surfactant solution. The “degree 

of heavy oil liberation (DOL)” as a function of the run time was analyzed off-line by an image 

processing method also given in a previous report [13]. Briefly speaking, the regions covered by 

heavy oil were naturally distinguished as the “dark areas” whereas the “bright regions” can be 

considered as the solids. The value of DOL was defined as the percentage of the continuous 

disappearance of “dark areas” in comparison to the “dark areas” in the initial image (t = 0 s). The 

initial image was defined to have a DOL value of zero, indicating no occurrence of liberation. 

Since the heavy oil liberation is typically really fast in the first few seconds [12, 14] and any 

dislocation of the initial image may lead to unreliable results, a video was recorded simultaneously 

with the solution addition, such that the initial image could be obtained accurately. The initial 

image was determined as the first image where the surface of the petroleum ores was just covered 

by the surfactant solution. Each experimental condition was conducted at least three times. 
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3.7 Induction timer 

Bitumen-air bubble attachment was studied by determining the induction time of bitumen-air 

bubble attachment in aqueous solutions [10]. Details of the experimental setup can be found in 

previous studies [10, 15]. In general, this two-step experiment involves the bitumen surface 

preparation and the induction time measurement.  

3.7.1 Bitumen surface preparation 

Bitumen surface was treated by CO2-responsive surfactants following the procedure shown in 

Figure 3.5. Generally, a Teflon plate was coated with a thin layer of bitumen and heated gently for 

5 minutes to produce a smooth bitumen surface. After cooling down to room temperature, the 

bitumen-coated Teflon plate was held by a tweezer and immersed into the surfactant solution with 

the bitumen surface facing downwards, while gentle stirring was applied simultaneously (Figure 

3.5a). The sample was immersed in the solution for 30 minutes to ensure equilibrated adsorption 

of the surfactants at the bitumen-water interface. CO2 was then bubbled through the solution for 

10 minutes to activate the CO2 responsiveness. A glass wall was used to prevent incidental bubble 

attachment. The bitumen surface was then taken out and transferred into a clean rectangular cell 

(Figure 3.5b). Clear solution was taken from the previous beaker to ensure the same chemical 

environment but with better visibility. 

3.7.2 Induction time measurement  

An air bubble (d = 2 mm) was generated from the glass tube and kept in the solution for 300 

seconds prior to the bitumen-air bubble attachment measurement in order to ensure the equilibrium 

of surfactant adsorption. The air bubble was then moved downwards towards the bitumen surface. 
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Air bubble was in contact with the bitumen surface for a controlled period of time, and the state of 

attaching or no attaching was recorded. Each contact time was repeated for 50 times for a certain 

bitumen surface. Bitumen-air bubble attachment time is defined as the contact time where there is 

an overall 50% possibility for the air bubbles successfully attaching onto the bitumen surface. 

Experiments were conducted in triplicate. The induction time is defined as the contact time at 

which 50% of air bubbles attach to the bitumen surface and thereby suffer significant deformation 

when retreated. 

 

Figure 3.5. Procedures of the induction time measurement. (a) Bitumen surface preparation; and 

(b) Induction time measurement. 

3.8 Bitumen recovery from oil sands 

Bitumen recovery experiments were carried out in a modified bitumen extraction unit (M-BEU). 

M-BEU consisted of a 1-L stainless steel cell modified with water jacket, an impeller, an adjustable 

AC motor (KBAC series, NEMA 4X/IP65, equipped with a tachometer from JoneTM) and a mass 
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flow controller (AALBORG® GFC17). Circulating water at constant temperature of 23 ± 1 °C 

from a thermal water bath was pumped through the water jacket to ensure ambient temperature 

condition. 

The operation procedure is summarized in Table 3.1. Briefly speaking, the oil sands extraction 

contained three continuous stages: slurry condition, primary flotation and secondary flotation, 

which mimicked the oil sands ores in hydrotransport pipeline, PSV and SSV, respectively. Each 

stage was operated for 10 minutes. In the slurry condition stage, 500 ± 1 g of thawed oil sands ores 

were added into the M-BEU cell, which contained 150 g of surfactant solution. The mixing speed 

was set as 600 rpm while the external air flow was set as 150 ml/min. In the primary flotation 

stage, another 900 g surfactant solution was added. The agitator was kept running at 600 rpm, but 

the air flow was turned off. The primary bituminous froth was collected and weighted in a cellulose 

Soxhlet extraction thimble (WhatmanTM 2800432, single wall). At last, in the secondary flotation 

stage, the mixing speed was raised up to 800 rpm, while CO2 flow was input at the flow rate of 50 

ml/min. The secondary froth was also collected and weighted in another thimble. The bitumen 

recovery ratio and froth quality were analyzed by the Dean-Stark apparatus using toluene was the 

refluxing solvent [16]. 

Table 3.1. Operation procedure of oil sands extraction experiments in M-BEU. 

 
Slurry condition Primary flotation Secondary flotation 

Addition 150 g solution 900 g solution -- 

Mixing speed 600 rpm 600 rpm 800 rpm 

Air flow 150 ml/min Air -- 50 ml/min CO2 

Duration 10 min 10 min 10 min 
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Chapter 4. CO2-Responsive Surfactants and Their Switching Mechanism 

One of the major challenges in applying CO2-responsive surfactants concerns their tunable 

switchability and robustness under operating conditions. We hypothesize that combining 

monoethanolamine (MEA) with long-chain fatty acids (LCFAs) of variable chain lengths through 

electrostatic attraction could develop a series of CO2-responsive surfactants with tunable switching 

pH. The tunability of switching pH for this group of surfactants was detected by in situ probing of 

the CO2-responsive characteristics at the oil/water interface using dynamic interfacial tension 

(IFT) measurements. Two protocols were applied to distinguish interfacial response and solution 

response. The key importance of interfacial response was demonstrated by two essential 

applications of CO2-responsive surfactants: demulsification of stable emulsions, and alternation of 

the interfacial properties of ultra-heavy crude oil-water interfaces. The switching pH of the CO2-

responsive surfactants was controlled by the hydrocarbon chain length of LCFAs. More 

importantly, their switching behavior was found to be different at the interface and in the bulk 

solution, which is attributed to the enhanced molecular interactions at the interface. Since most 

applications require surfactants to be switched at the interface, it is thereby most appropriate to 

determine the switching pH through their interfacial responses.  

4.1 Introduction 

Chemical processes that require the control of interfacial activities at the oil/water interface often 

benefit from the removal of interfacial-active materials in a subsequent stage. Interfacial activities 

can be introduced by surfactants, polymers, and particles. They are used to enhance emulsion 

stability, encapsulation of drugs or reactants, removal of oil stains, treatment of oily waste waters, 
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etc. For some applications, however, interfacial activities are only needed temporarily, and the 

ability to switch off these interfacial activities at some point is highly favorable if not necessary 

for downstream operations, such as separating a specific component, releasing drugs at the target, 

or eliminating pollutants. Unfortunately, it is relatively difficult to remove conventional 

interfacial-active materials once they adsorb at the interface. Traditional strategies to resolve this 

problem include optimizing the dosage of surface-active materials for compromised performance, 

adding a secondary processing aid, or applying physical forces such as centrifugation or electrical 

field. 

Stimuli-responsive surfactants feature switchable interfacial activities, allowing them to modulate 

the oil-water interfacial properties in a controllable manner. Responsive surfactants can be 

switched from interfacial-active to interfacial-inactive using external stimuli, such as temperature, 

pH, CO2/N2 and/or UV radiation. Therefore, responsive surfactants can be applied to enhance a 

particular process by introducing a desirable interfacial activity in one stage, and then be switched 

to a surface inactive state for a subsequent stage. Stimuli-responsive surfactants have been 

investigated in fields such as enhanced oil recovery [1, 2], heavy oil transportation through 

pipelines [3], oil-water separation [4-7], soil remediation [8, 9], microreactors [10, 11], and 

controlled drug delivery [12-15].  

Stimuli-responsive surfactants, whose interfacial activities are triggered by CO2, have attracted 

recently great scientific and practical interests. Surfactants can respond to CO2 by forming 

carbamic acid/carbamate [16] or urea [17], or by the protonation of functional groups due to the 

pH decrease taking place during CO2 solvation. In general, the first process is rather slow and 

irreversible at ambient temperature, restricting their fields of utilization [18], while the latter 

process is more common. For CO2-responsive surfactants using protonation, the functional groups 
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can be either anionic (e.g., carboxylates [5, 19, 20] and phenolates [8]), or cationic (e.g., tertiary 

amines [21], amidines [3, 4], and melamines [22]). CO2-responsiveness originates from the change 

in interfacial activity between the protonated and deprotonated forms of the surfactant. Although 

numerous CO2-responsive surfactants have been developed, significant challenges remain before 

they can be used in practical applications.  

For CO2-responsive surfactants to be used in commercial applications, it is essential to identify 

their switching conditions, where the sharp response can be activated. Both states of interfacial 

activity should be realized promptly under the switching conditions. However, the desired 

switching is often different from process to process, while onsite operating conditions can be 

complicated and location-dependent. It is both time-consuming and economically nonviable to 

design specific CO2-responsive surfactants for every potential application, which may only be 

feasible to limited situations. A more logical approach is to develop a series of CO2-responsive 

surfactants which are easy to synthesize and possess both a tunable switching pH and a well-

understood switching mechanism. This would permit a suitable reagent to be readily selected for 

the desired application.  

Long-chain fatty acids (LCFAs) are commonly used to construct CO2-responsive surfactants [5, 

8, 20]. LCFAs are interfacially active in their deprotonated form at high pH and switch to less 

active once protonated at low pH [8, 19]. The midpoint of this transformation is known as the 

apparent pKa of LCFAs, where half of the species is protonated and the other half remains 

deprotonated. Therefore, the switching condition of LCFA-based surfactants should be correlated 

with their apparent pKa values. More importantly, the apparent pKa of LCFAs is adjustable by 

changing the length of hydrocarbon chain [23-27] or by decorating with side groups [19]. The 

switching pH is thus tunable by applying different types of LCFAs.  
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The nature of the counter-ion in LCFAs also plays an important role [28]. Common salt form of 

LCFAs, e.g., sodium or potassium ion as the counter-ion, has low solubility in water at room 

temperature due to a high Krafft point [28, 29]. Enhancement of solubility of LCFAs in water may 

be achieved by using bulky cations, such as tetraalkylammoniums [29-31], alkanolamines [19, 30, 

32], ethylenediamines [5, 20], and choline [29]. The large head group of these cations prevents the 

chain crystallization of LCFA at room temperature [28]. Counter-ions with simple structures such 

as monoethanolamine (MEA) or tetramethyl ammonium (TMAOH) were considered to facilitate 

scientific interpretation of the results. Foams and emulsions produced from MEA salts were 

reported to be more stable than that from TMAOH salts [30]. Hence, MEA was selected as the 

counter-ion in the current study.  

In this study, we developed a series of CO2-responsive surfactants by the association of MEA with 

LCFAs. The switching pH of the MEA-LCFA surfactants in response to CO2 addition was 

determined by probing dynamic IFT at the oil/water interface. We identified significant differences 

in interfacial switching and solution switching when MEA-LCFA surfactants respond to CO2 

addition, which is also a primary focus of this study. 

4.2 Materials and methods 

Surfactant solutions were prepared by simple mixing of MEA with LCFA at 1:1 M ratio in Milli-

Q water. Surfactant solutions were sonicated at 50 °C for 5 h in a sonication water bath and then 

shaken on a custom-designed shaker for 48 h. Compounds prepared as such are denoted as MEA-

LCFA [e.g., MEA-CA for monoethanolamine – capric acid].  

Interfacial tension (IFT) was measured by T200 Theta Optical Tensiometer (Biolin Scientific) 

using the pendant drop method. The interfacial responses of MEA-LCFA surfactants at the 
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oil/water interface were determined by measuring the change of dynamic IFT during the switching 

process as described in Section 3.2.1. The responses of MEA-LCFA surfactants in the bulk 

solution were characterized by their equilibrium IFT values as described in Section 3.2.2.  

The coalescence time of two heptane droplets in surfactant solutions was measured by a custom-

designed integrated thin file drainage apparatus (ITFDA). The details of this instrument can be 

found elsewhere [33, 34] and in Section 3.4. Briefly speaking, two heptane droplets were first 

submerged in the surfactant solution for a sufficient period of time to achieve the equilibrium of 

surfactants adsorption. After that, the droplets were brought in contact for 120 seconds, while the 

whole process was recorded by a high-speed camera. The coalescence time of two heptane droplets 

was determined by analyzing the video recorded. In an effort to correlate the coalescence time and 

the IFT, we kept similar treatments of the heptane-water interface as in the IFT measurements. For 

the interfacial responses, both heptane droplets were first generated and aged in the surfactant 

solution, then treated by a known amount of CO2-saturated water to activate CO2-responses at the 

interface, and allowed an equilibration time of 300 seconds to ensure the surfactants reaching the 

new equilibrium of adsorption after the switch. After that, the coalescence time was measured. For 

the solution responses, the pH of the surfactant solution was firstly modified by CO2-saturated 

water prior to the generation of heptane droplets. The same operating procedure was applied to 

obtain the coalescence time. Experiments were conducted in triplicate. The influence of MEA-

LCFA surfactants on the attachment time of ultra-heavy crude oil (bitumen) to air bubbles in water 

was also investigated by the ITFDA using a modified method as previous described in Section 3.4.  

Demulsification of heptane-in-MEA-LCFA aqueous solution emulsions was evaluated by 

comparing the visual appearance of emulsions with CO2 bubbling. Emulsions were prepared by 

vortex mixing of 1 ml heptane with 10 ml MEA-LCFA surfactant solution (20 mM) in a glass 
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bottle for 60 s. Demulsification was conducted by continuous bubbling of CO2 into the prepared 

emulsions.  

4.3 Results and Discussion  

4.3.1 Interfacial activity 

The interfacial activities of MEA-LCFA surfactants were first determined by measuring interfacial 

tensions (IFT). As shown in Figure 4.1a, all surfactants were interfacially active and could reduce 

significantly the heptane/water IFT. Surfactants constructed by LCFAs with longer hydrocarbon 

chains length were more interfacially active, as expected, except for the MEA-OA at high 

concentrations. At 1 mM concentration of surfactants in the aqueous phase, the order of interfacial 

activity is MEA-OA ≈ MEA-MA > MEA-LA > MEA-CA. This concentration is used mainly in 

the following analysis. 

 

Figure 4.1. (a) Interfacial activity MEA-LCFA surfactants at the heptane/water interface; (b) 

Interfacial excess concentration estimated from the Gibbs adsorption isotherm. 
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The interfacial excess concentration of MEA-LCFA surfactants was estimated using the Gibbs 

adsorption isotherm equation. The Gibbs adsorption isotherm equation is a two-dimensional 

analogous of the Gibbs-Duhem equation and describes the excess amount of surfactants adsorbed 

at the interface in comparison with that dissolved in bulk [35, 36]. For the i-th component in a 

surfactant system, it has the following form [37]: 

Γi = −
dγ

dμi
 (4.1) 

where γ is the IFT, i and μi are the interfacial excess concentration and the chemical potential of 

the i-th component, respectively. Higher values of  represent stronger adsorption at the interface. 

Chemical potentials obey the relation μi ≈ RTlnCi for ideal systems, where R is the gas constant, 

T is the temperature, Ci is the concentration of the i-th compound. Considering all existing species 

in the surfactant solution, and the charge neutrality in the bulk solution and at the interface, the 

following equation can be derived [35]:  

Γ = −
1

RT
 

dγ

d ln[CLCFA− ∙ CMEA+]
 (4.2) 

where CLCFA− and CMEA+ are the bulk concentration of LCFA- and MEA+. Details of the derivation 

and calculation are given in the journal publication [38]. The relationship between the interfacial 

excess concentration and bulk concentration is plotted in Figure 4.1b. The results confirm that a 

longer hydrocarbon chain leads to a stronger adsorption onto the interface, except for MEA-OA at 

high concentrations. The excess concentration of MEA-OA at the interface is the highest at low 

concentration but gradually surpassed by the others as the bulk concentration increases. The 

peculiar trend of MEA-OA should be attributed to the unsaturated bond in OA, which restricts the 
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compaction of surfactants at the interface [24]. Such a limitation becomes more significant when 

the interfacial concentration of surfactant is high. The order of interfacial excess is MEA-MA > 

MEA-OA > MEA-LA > MEA-CA at 1 mM surfactant concentration.  

4.3.2 Determination of switching pH  

The interfacial responses of the surfactants at the heptane/water interface was demonstrated by the 

changes in dynamic IFT using the probing strategy illustrated in Figure 4.2a. Surfactants were first 

adsorbed to the oil/water interface until the equilibrium was achieved at their natural pH. A known 

volume of freshly prepared CO2-saturated water was added gently into the cuvette at t = 0 s, and 

the dynamic IFTs were recorded for 300 s. The motivation of such an experimental procedure is 

to probe the responses of the surfactant at the oil/water interface directly.  

Prior to the experiments, it is also essential to estimate the CO2 concentration in CO2-saturated 

water for quantitative analysis. Fresh CO2-saturated water was prepared daily by bubbling CO2 

into Milli-Q water for 10 minutes. pH of the CO2-saturated water was measured to be 3.85 ± 0.03. 

CO2 concentration could be calculated throughout the dissociation constants (Ka1, Ka2, Kapp) and 

the aqueous pH value. When CO2 dissolves in water, it forms carbonic acid (H2CO3), which further 

dissociates into bicarbonate ( HCO3
− ) and carbonate ion ( CO3

2− ). The equilibriums of every 

composition in the CO2-saturated water can be written as following: 

Ka1 =
[H+][HCO3

−]

[H2CO3]
 

(4.3) 

Ka2 =
[H+][CO3

2−]

[HCO3
−]

 
(4.4) 
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Kapp =
[H+][HCO3

−]

[H2CO3] + [CO2(aq)]
 

(4.5) 

[H+] = [OH−] + [HCO3
−] + 2[CO3

2−] (4.6) 

where the values of dissociation constants (Ka1, Ka2, Kapp) at room temperature can be found in 

literatures [39]. Since [H+] and [OH-] can be obtained from aqueous pH, the concentration of each 

compositions in CO2-saturated water can thereby be calculated.  

Table 4.1. Composition of CO2-saturated water at pH 3.85.  

Species CO2 (aq) H2CO3 HCO3
− CO3

2− CO2 concentration 

Concentration (mM) 44.6 0.0798 0.141 4.69 × 10-8 44.8 

Note: Ka1 = 2.50 × 10-4; Ka2 = 4.69 × 10-11; Kapp = 4.47 × 10-7 from ref.[39]. 

As mentioned, CO2-saturated water used in this study was measured to be 3.85. Thus, the 

concentration of each composition in CO2-saturated water is shown in Table 4.1. CO2 

concentration was calculated as the summation of CO2 in all forms. It has to be noted that only a 

small volume of CO2-saturated water was added into a large volume of surfactant solution. CO2 

concentration was largely diluted in the dynamic IFT measurements. In general, CO2 

concentrations in the surfactant solutions were 1.44 mM, 3.44 mM, 6.40 mM, and 11.2 mM after 

the addition of 100 l, 250 l, 500 l, and 1000 l of CO2-saturated water, respectively.  

A noticeable change in drop shape was observed immediately after the CO2 addition, a clear 

evidence of an IFT change. Figure 4.2b shows the evolution of a pendant heptane droplet in 1 mM 

MEA-OA solution after the addition of 1000 l CO2-saturated water. The heptane drop evolved 
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gradually to a more spherical shape, indicating an increase in IFT. Solution turbidity also increased 

as a result of insoluble nature of the protonated OA.  

 

Figure 4.2. (a) Schematic illustration of probing in-situ CO2-responses of surfactants at the 

oil/water interface; (b) Evolution of a pendant heptane droplet in MEA-OA aqueous solution 

upon direct addition of 1000 µl CO2-saturated water into the aqueous phase; (c) Changes in 

dynamic IFT of 1 mM MEA-OA aqueous solution/heptane interface with the addition of 

different volumes of CO2-saturated water; and (d) Switching pH determined from dynamic IFT 

data obtained by in-situ probing of interfacial responses of surfactants. a The interfacial response 

of MEA-CA was not significant. b The anticipated switching pH was calculated from the 

apparent pKa values of the LCFAs from refs [8, 24, 26, 27]. 
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The interfacial responses of MEA-OA are illustrated by their changes in dynamic IFT upon CO2 

addition as shown in Figure 4.2c. The heptane-Milli-Q water interface was non-responsive to the 

addition of CO2 in solution, which suggests that the observed changes in IFT were attributed to 

responses of the MEA-LCFA surfactants at the interface. The response occurred immediately after 

CO2 additions as shown by a significant increase in the IFT within the first 60 seconds of CO2 

addition. Increasing the volume of CO2-saturated water addition led to a more significant change 

in dynamic IFT, which was the consequence of more completed OA- protonation. MEA-CA was 

the only compound which displayed nearly a negligible change in IFT (Figure 4.2d). This reflects 

the relatively strong acidity of CA (pKa = 6.4 [27]) as well as the best water solubility (0.87 

mmol/L in H2O [40]) among the four fatty acids examined. 

The relationship between pH and IFTs provides key information to determine the switching pH, 

where the interfacial responses of surfactants can be activated. For easy discussion, we define the 

switching pH in this study as the pH where the increase in the IFT becomes significant, indicating 

a significant or complete loss in interfacial activity of the surfactants. Equilibrium IFTs were 

obtained from the dynamic IFT experiments and plotted against their corresponding solution pH 

in Figure 4.2d. The interfacial responses of MEA-LCFA surfactants was confirmed to be a direct 

consequence of decreasing pH during CO2 addition, which caused the protonation of fatty acids. 

LCFA is interfacially active in its deprotonated form and switches to less active after being 

protonated. Therefore, the fraction of protonated LCFA, usually known as the degree of 

protonation, is expected to be directly related to the responsive behavior. The degree of LCFA 

protonation can be derived from their corresponding apparent pKa values reported in the literature. 

Based on the definition of switching pH in this study, the anticipated switching pH was estimated 

as the pH value where the degree of LCFA protonation is 0.05. Figure 4.2d shows that the 
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switching pH of MEA-LCFA surfactants was tunable, increasing gradually with increasing 

hydrocarbon chain length. Surprisingly, the switching pH for interfacial response was much lower 

than expected, especially for LCFAs with longer hydrocarbon chains, e.g., MEA-MA and MEA-

OA.  

4.3.3 Interfacial switching vs. Solution switching 

Switching pH of CO2-responsive surfactants is essential for both fundamental studies and practical 

applications. The objective of this research is to construct a series of CO2-responsive surfactants 

with the switching pH being tunable by using different LCFAs. The most ideal scenario would be 

the case where the apparent pKa of LCFAs could predict the switching pH for the activation of 

interfacial responses. Experimental data revealed that the switching pH was tunable, but the 

switching pH could not be simply predicted from pKa values of LCFAs. It is thereby critical to 

understand the origin of such a lower switching pH than the anticipation from pKa values of 

LCFAs, and also to determine whether or not the switching pH obtained from in situ probing 

methods (e.g., dynamic IFT experiments) could be used to interpret macroscopic colloidal 

phenomena. The switching pH determined from the dynamic IFT experiments was explicitly 

related to the responses of these responsive surfactants at the oil/water interface. Apparent pKa 

values of LCFAs reported in literature were mostly measured in the bulk aqueous phase, which 

may not be appropriate for interpreting interfacial behavior. We showed that the CO2-responses at 

the oil/water interface deviate significantly from that in the solution phase for MEA-LCFA 

surfactants and designed diagnostic experiments to identify the mechanisms involved.  
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Figure 4.3. Two protocols were designed to distinguish switching mechanisms of MEA-LCFA 

surfactants at the oil/water interface and in bulk solution by CO2 addition: Protocol 1 represents 

interfacial switching while Protocol 2 represents solution switching. Protocol 1 was further 

modified by removing the original drop and generating a new oil drop in the switched solution, 

representing the experiment of Protocol 1 followed by Protocol 2. 

Two protocols of IFT measurements as illustrated in Figure 4.3 were designed to distinguish CO2-

responses of MEA-LCFA surfactants at the oil/water interface and in the solution phase. In the 

previous dynamic IFT measurements, the responses at the interface were probed by applying 

Protocol 1 with an “adsorption-then-switch” strategy. Surfactants were first adsorbed and then 

switched at the interface. IFT changes were thereby the consequences of losing the surface activity 

at the interface or desorbing from the interface of surfactants due to CO2 addition. On the other 

hand, a “switch-then-adsorption” strategy was conducted as Protocol 2, where solution pH was 

first manipulated to switch the surfactants in the solution phase, followed by generating the oil 
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drops in the switched surfactant solutions and measuring dynamic IFT. Furthermore, the dynamic 

IFT using a modified Protocol 1 was measured to confirm our hypothesis. In this case, the original 

oil droplet at the end of the dynamic IFT experiment after CO2 addition was removed and 

substituted by a fresh oil droplet. Under such circumstance, IFT values represent interfacial activity 

of MEA-LCFA surfactants remaining in the solution phase. Therefore, the IFTs measured here 

would match values obtained by Protocol 2 under similar solution conditions. 

 

Figure 4.4. Solution responses of MEA-LCFA surfactants obtained using solution switching 

protocol described in Figure 4.3. pH of the surfactant solutions was modified either by gentle 

CO2 bubbling (solid lines) or by HCl/NaOH titration (dash lines) at the heptane/water interface. 
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Solution responses of MEA-LCFA surfactants were examined by Protocol 2. The results in Figure 

4.4 show no difference in measured IFT by changing the solution pH through gentle CO2 bubbling 

(solid lines) or by HCl/NaOH titration (dash lines). There is no doubt that the CO2-responses of 

MEA-LCFAs originate from the protonation of fatty acids, where CO2 alone acts as a pH modifier. 

The switching pH of solution responses matched well with the anticipated switching pH calculated 

from apparent pKa values. This finding suggests that the switching pH of MEA-LCFA surfactants 

correlates well with the apparent pKa values of their acid components. However, these correlations 

are valid only for solution responses.  

 

Figure 4.5. Dynamic IFT experiments following modified Protocol 1 at the heptane/water 

interface: (a) MEA-C; (b) MEA-LA; (c) MEA-MA; and (d) MEA-OA. 
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The subsequent Protocol 1 tests revealed that the CO2-responses of MEA-LCFA surfactants at the 

interface were not identical to that in solutions (Figure 4.5). The tests using modified Protocol 1 

always resulted in higher IFT values than that obtained using the original Protocol 1. The 

difference between these two protocols is that Protocol 1 monitors interfacial changes exclusively, 

while the modified Protocol 1 probes changes in solution. Furthermore, the equilibrium IFTs 

measured in the modified Protocol 1 are comparable to the values obtained using Protocol 2 at 

similar pH values. Therefore, it can be concluded that both results represent solution responses of 

MEA-LCFA surfactants to CO2 addition or pH change. 

Finally, the CO2-responses of MEA-LCFA surfactants at the heptane/water interface and in bulk 

solution are both summarized in Figure 4.6. The switching at the oil/water interface is not identical 

to that in the bulk solution, arising from a different state of interfacial activity after switching. 

More importantly, there are two different switching pHs that activate the responses at the interface 

and in solution. As indicated early, the switching pH could be predicted by the apparent pKa of 

the acid component only for solution switching (Figure 4.4). Furthermore, MEA-LCFA surfactants 

displayed a weaker IFT change when switched at the interface by CO2 addition. However, it should 

be noted that there is always an excess amount of surfactants present in bulk solutions in real 

applications of interfacial switching. In this case, the surfactants remained in the bulk solution 

would be switched off first at pH close to pKa values of corresponding LCFAs before 

corresponding interfacial switching at a much lower pH as illustrated in Figure 4.6. To confirm 

this hypothesis, the interfacial switching experiments were conducted at three different MEA-OA 

bulk concentration of 1 mM, 1.61 mM and 2.18 mM. Despite a decrease in initial IFT of the system 

with increasing MEA-OA surfactant concentration, the interfacial switching was observed at 
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pH~7.6 for all three tested concentrations, further confirming the nature of interfacial switching 

being characteristics of surfactant system. 

 

Figure 4.6. Responses at oil/water interface and in bulk solution of the MEA-LCFA surfactants 

to CO2 addition: (a) 1mM MEA-CA; (b) 1mM MEA-LA; (c) 1mM MEA-MA; and (d) 1mM 

MEA-OA. 

The difference between interfacial responses and solution responses of MEA-LCFA surfactants to 

CO2 addition was further confirmed by the coalescence time between two heptane droplets in 

surfactant solutions. Coalescence time represents a minimum time required for two droplets in 

contact to become a single drop, which is of practical applications such as in demulsification. In 

general, a longer coalescence time refers to a more stable emulsion, which is more unlikely to be 
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demulsified. For instance, heptane droplets coalesced instantaneously in Milli-Q water, indicating 

a fast phase separation of heptane-in-water emulsions without any chemical treatment. In contrast, 

droplets soaked in MEA-OA solution remained separated even at an extended contact time, 

indicating a system of stable emulsions. More importantly, the setup of coalescence time 

measurement allows both “interfacial switching” and “solution switching” protocols to be probed 

(Figure 4.7a).  

A significant difference in coalescence time was determined for two heptane droplets in MEA-OA 

solution treated by “interfacial switching” and “solution switching” protocols. In order to correlate 

the measured coalescence time with IFTs measured early in MEA-OA solutions, seven 

representative situations of the dynamic IFT measurements were considered in the coalescence 

time measurement, and the results were labeled accordingly (inset of Figure 4.7b). As shown in 

Figure 4.7b, heptane droplets were much harder to coalesce for the cases where MEA-OA were 

switched at the interface (cases #2, #3, #4). The coalescence of droplets was not observed in these 

scenarios unless the solution pH was decreased to be much lower than the interfacial switching pH 

determined by in situ probing methods. In contrast, the coalescence time became almost 

instantaneous if the MEA-OA solution was switched before the generation of heptane droplets 

(cases #5, #6, #7). Only a small change in solution pH was needed to decrease the coalescence 

time significantly. Figure 4.7c shows the images captured for different situations at the contact 

time of 10000 ms. Droplets in case #1 and case #2 did not coalesce, while droplets in case #4 

became coalesced into a larger drop one after a long contact time. 
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Figure 4.7. (a) Schematic drawings to show two experimental protocols of coalescence time 

measurement corresponding to Protocol 1 or Protocol 2 described in Figure 4.3; (b) Coalescence 

time of two heptane droplets measured in 1 mM MEA-OA solutions with the solution conditions 

and switching protocols being chosen from the previous IFT experiments and labelled in the 

inset; and (c) Images captured during coalescence experiments at the contact time of 10000 ms 

from Left (case #1), Mid (case #2) and Right (case #4) corresponding to no switching, switching 

at the interface, and further switching at the interface.  

Results of droplet-droplet coalescence time are consistent with the previous analysis from IFT 

results. IFT measurements showed a weaker response of MEA-LCFA surfactants to CO2 addition 

at the oil-water interface than in bulk solution, arising from less significant changes in interfacial 

activity after CO2 addition and leading to a much lower switching pH value. The coalescence time 

of droplets obtained by Protocol 1 (i.e., interfacial switching) was found to be significantly longer 

than those by Protocol 2 (i.e., solution switching). In general, both IFT and coalescence time are 

not only correlated with the pH condition in the aqueous phase but also strongly dependent on 

whether the CO2-response was activated at the interface or in bulk solutions. 
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Understanding the mechanism of shifting switching pH at the interface is essential to design 

appropriate responsive surfactants for desired applications. Initially, we attempted to correlate the 

switching pH to the apparent pKa of LCFAs reported in literature [23-27]. A brief summary of the 

reported pKa values is listed in Figure 4.8. However, most of the reported apparent pKa values 

were obtained from the acid/base titration technique, which is equivalent to the case of solution 

switching (Protocol 2). Hence, the calculation from these values is not appropriate for deriving 

interfacial responses.  

 

Figure 4.8. Apparent pKa values of LCFAs reported in literature [23-27, 40-46]. 
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Meanwhile, there were few attempts conducting pKa determinations at an interfacial environment, 

all of which resulted in relatively lower apparent pKa values [27, 41, 42]. The “surface-pKa” of 

mid-chain fatty acid (C8 – C10) [27] was reported to be slightly lower than that obtained from the 

titration method of bulk solutions [23, 26]. Their methodology of “surface tension titration” is 

similar to our Protocol 1 (i.e., interfacial switching). The observed inconsistencies were attributed 

by these authors to the differences between measurement techniques [27]. We propose that the 

shift of switching pH to lower values could be attributed to the increase in intermolecular 

interactions of MEA-LCFA surfactants at the interface. Through a theoretical approaches using 

quantum chemical calculation, Sakurai et al. showed that the binding energy at the interface is 

amplified [47, 48]. The ion pair formed at the interface was found to have a potential minimum, 

where the separation or compression of counter-ions is energetically unfavorable. As a result, a 

significant energy barrier needs to be overcome for the dissociation of assembled molecules at the 

interface. The potential minimum is shallower for the ion pairs are formed in the bulk aqueous 

phase [47], suggesting a much easier dissociation of ion pairs in the bulk. Similar conclusions were 

reported by Eisenthal et al., stressing a general trend of decreasing free energy of the system by 

neutralizing the charged species at the interface [49]. In fact, the enhancement of bindings at the 

interface is commonly seen in biological systems and known as molecular recognition. Such 

binding occurs typically at microscopic interfaces such as the bilayer of cell surfaces [50, 51]. 

Experimentally, Onda et al. reported a significantly enhanced hydrogen bonding and/or 

electrostatic interaction (around 106 – 107 times stronger) at the interface than in the aqueous phase 

[52]. Detected by second harmonic generation (SHG), Eisenthal emphasized that the formation of 

acid/base pairs is strongly favored at the interface [53].  
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Figure 4.9. Schematic drawing of MEA-LCFA surfactants at the interface and in the bulk 

aqueous solution. 

Others suggested the enhanced interactions at the interface probably because of the molecular 

‘smoothness’ of the interface, which leads to a more organized orientation of surfactants at that 

interface [52, 54]. Figure 4.9 illustrates the proposed orientation of MEA-LCFA surfactants at the 

interface and in the bulk aqueous solutions. The microenvironment near the interface restricted the 

rotation of surfactants. The most reasonable placement of an ion pair at the interface was calculated 

to be the case where the hydrophobic moieties immerse in the low dielectric oil phase (ε = 2) and 

the ionic binding sites remained in the aqueous phase (ε = 80) [47]. The high interfacial excess of 

MEA-LCFA surfactants also places restrictions on the freedom of ion pairs moving at the interface. 

With these restrictions in the rotation and displacement, the probability of ion pair dissociation 

becomes less likely to occur. Considering these facts, one would expect a stronger electrostatic 

interaction between MEA+ and LCFA- at the interface than in the bulk solution, suppressing the 
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protonation of LCFA- at the interface and hence showing a lower switching pH. Besides, this shift 

in switching pH is considered to be generally applicable regardless of the nature of the oil phase. 

Due to its low dielectric constant, the impact of oil type is relatively small.  

4.3.4 Impacts on practical applications 

In most practical applications, CO2-responsive surfactants are switched at the interface. In a typical 

demulsification process, for example, MEA-LCFA surfactants are supposed to be interfacially 

active prior to the activation of their CO2-responses. The switching pH of CO2-responsive 

surfactants should therefore be determined through in situ probing of interfacial responses so that 

the results are more relevant and reliable. Although the switching pH values corresponding to 

solution responses of MEA-LCFA surfactants are much easier to derive from apparent pKa values, 

they are less valuable in real applications. In the following part of this paper, two potential 

applications involving MEA-LCFA surfactants were considered to prove that the switching pH 

obtained from interfacial responses matched extremely well with macroscopic colloidal 

phenomena. 

4.3.4.1 Switching of emulsion stability 

Controlling emulsion stability is one of the most common and important applications of CO2-

responsive surfactants. Efficient demulsification requires the ability of surfactants to loss their 

surface activity and leave the oil-water interface, thus increasing the IFT and decreasing droplet-

droplet coalescence time. The demulsification of heptane-in-water (H/W) emulsion stabilized by 

MEA-OA was first investigated. In order to correlate the results with the findings derived from 

probing interfacial properties, the pH conditions of emulsions were carefully titrated by bubbling 

CO2 into the emulsion as a function of time. Visual observation of emulsion stability in Figure 
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4.10 shows an excellent agreement with the results of previous analysis on interfacial responses of 

MEA-LCFA surfactants. There is no change in emulsion stability with decreasing emulsion pH 

when the solution pH is higher than the interfacial switching pH. Once the switching pH of 7.60 

determined using Protocol 1 was reached, the demulsification occurred gradually. Unfortunately, 

the lowest pH that can be obtained by CO2 bubbling is not sufficient to switch off the interfacial 

activity of MEA-OA completely. Further acidification of the aqueous phase by HCl addition is 

needed to enhance the demulsification to a transparent oil phase at pH 3.04 as shown in Figure 

4.10.  

 

Figure 4.10. Visual observation of demulsifying heptane-in-water (v:v = 1:10) emulsions 

stabilized by MEA-OA by bubbling CO2 up to pH 6.30 and then HCl addition to pH 3.04. 
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Figure 4.11. Demulsification efficiency was evaluated qualitatively by emulsion stability, 

where heptane-in-water (v:v = 1:10) emulsions were stabilized by different MEA-LCFA 

surfactants. 

Other MEA-LCFA surfactants were also evaluated by their ability to demulsify stable emulsions 

as shown Figure 4.11. MEA-CA alone was not able to provide a strong interfacial activity to 

stabilize the H/W emulsion. H/W emulsion stabilized by MEA-LA are phase separated completely 

after CO2 bubbling of the emulsion to pH 5.45, which is significantly lower than the switching pH 

of MEA-LA determined using Protocol 1. As for the MEA-MA and MEA-OA, demulsification 

occurred only marginally with the bubbling of CO2 through the emulsions. It was noticed that the 

solution pH after CO2 bubbling was only 6.21 in MEA-MA and 6.30 in MEA-OA. Based on the 
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results in Figure 4.2d, these were the pH range where the interfacial responses were just activated. 

These results confirm that the switching pH obtained by the in-situ probing method is more 

appropriate to predict the demulsification by turning off the surface activity of responsive 

surfactants through bubbling of CO2 or/and acid addition. 

4.3.4.2 Switching of physical properties at bitumen-water interfaces 

The ability of CO2-responsive surfactants to switch surface wettability of bitumen in water is 

shown in Figure 4.12. Bitumen was used as an example of extra heavy crude oil. The bitumen-air 

bubble attachment time, defined as the contact time at which 50% of air bubbles attach to the 

bitumen surface, is used as a measure of bitumen surface wettability, which is of great practical 

importance in heavy oil production [55]. Despite hydrophobic nature of oil, bitumen surfaces 

immersed in Milli-Q water exhibited a bitumen-air bubble attachment time of 1900 ms due to the 

presence of natural surfactants [1], showing a moderate hydrophobicity of the bitumen surface in 

water. These natural surfactants were not switchable, as shown by an almost unchanged attachment 

time of 1867 ms after CO2 bubbling. Bitumen surfaces immersed in MEA-LCFA aqueous 

solutions became hydrophilic, demonstrated by their inability to attach to air bubbles within the 

experimental contact time of 5000 ms. This finding indicates a more surface-active nature of MEA-

LCFA than natural surfactants in bitumen that they displaced to some degree the original 

surfactants at the bitumen-water interface.  
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Figure 4.12. (a) Attachment time of an air bubble to a bitumen surface in MEA-LCFA 

surfactants with and without CO2 bubbling; (b) Bitumen-air bubble contact in 1 mM MEA-LA 

solution for 1000 ms without CO2 bubbling; and (c) Bitumen-air bubble contact in 1 mM MEA-

LA solution for 100 ms with CO2 bubbling.  

More importantly, bitumen surfaces modified by MEA-LCFA aqueous solutions became more 

hydrophobic than natural bitumen after switching by CO2 bubbling. The bitumen-air bubble 

attachment occurred at a contact time of 97 ms and 800 ms for MEA-LA and MEA-OA after CO2 

bubbling, respectively. After switching, MEA-LCFA became surface inactive and less hydrated 

than natural surfactants at bitumen-water interface, making the bitumen surface more hydrophobic 

and leading to an easier attachment to air bubbles as observed. The effectiveness of reducing 

attachment time by MEA-OA was not as strong as that by MEA-LA. Such difference between 

MEA-LA and MEA-OA matches well with the prediction on the interfacial responses of MEA-

LCFA surfactants. The solution pH after CO2 bubbling was 5.28 for MEA-LA solution and 6.13 

for MEA-OA solution. According to the interfacial responses results (Figure 4.2d), MEA-LA is 
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much less surface active than MEA-OA at their corresponding pH conditions after being switched 

at the interface, i.e., a more hydrophobic interface is recovered by MEA-LA after switch. 

Nevertheless, both surfactants could enhance bitumen-air bubble attachment after CO2 bubbling, 

which provides an effective avenue to separate or recovery heavy oil by flotation after the 

emulsification of heavy oil in reservoir using MEA-LCFA surfactants for production and 

subsequent switching by CO2 bubbling of produced fluids at desired operating pHs. 

4.4 Conclusions 

In this work, a series of CO2-responsive surfactants (MEA-LCFAs) were assembled by the non-

covalent association between MEA and LCFAs. Compared with previous reports of CO2-

responsive surfactants [5, 8, 9, 19-21, 32], the switching pH of MEA-LCFA surfactants prepared 

in this study could be easily tuned by using different types of LCFAs, which provides a facile 

routine of customization towards varieties of applications. More importantly, the results from this 

study emphasize that the determination of switching pH should be proceeded carefully since the 

switching behaviors of MEA-LCFA surfactants at the oil-water interface were found to be 

significantly different from that in bulk solutions. Dynamic IFT and coalescence time 

measurements were both effective tools to distinguish interfacial switching and solution switching 

by applying “adsorption-then-switch” or “switch-then-adsorption” protocols, respectively. 

Switching pH for the oil-water interface was found to be lower than that in bulk solutions, which 

is the result of stronger molecular interactions of switching molecules at the oil-water interface. 

This colloidal phenomenon is consistent with theoretical calculations reported in literature [47, 

48], and more broadly speaking, similar to the observations of enhanced molecular recognition at 

biological interfaces [50-52, 56]. In most applications, CO2-responsive surfactants are switched at 

the interface. Therefore, it is more appropriate to determine the switching pH from interfacial 
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responses of MEA-LCFA surfactants to predict their performance in practical applications, such 

as demulsification of stable emulsions and switching wettability of crude oil surfaces.  

Despite the fact that interfacial responses are relatively difficult to probe, while the solution 

responses correlate directly with the reported apparent pKa values [23-27], this study emphasizes 

the importance of understanding interfacial responses for accurate determination of switching pH 

and better bridging with application scenarios, especially when considering responsive surfactants 

with tunable switching conditions. It is however important to determine whether the findings in 

this study are applicable to other types of responsive surfactants (e.g., UV-responsive surfactants 

[57, 58], magneto-responsive surfactants [59], etc.). This study also provides a valuable guidance 

in developing responsive materials with enhanced robustness and versatility for potential 

applications, such as enhanced oil recovery (EOR), wastewater treatment, contaminated soil 

remediation, and controlled drug delivery. 
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Chapter 5. CO2-Responsive Surfactants for Conventional Heavy Oil 

Recovery 

Properties of the interface between oil and water are of essential importance to various separation 

applications, such as heavy hydrocarbon recovery. Low interfacial tension (IFT) is more favorable 

to separate the heavy oil from solids by surfactant washing, while higher IFT benefits the later 

stage of oil-water separation. Ideally, if interfacial properties can be switched during the separation 

process, it would considerably improve the overall performance. Therefore, we investigate the use 

of CO2-responsive surfactants in heavy hydrocarbon recovery, which allows the manipulation of 

interfacial activity through the bubbling of CO2 gas. The performance of CO2-responsive 

surfactants in the oil-solid separation stage was evaluated by contact angle measurements and 

liberation visualization. Meanwhile, the subsequent stage of oil-water separation was studied by 

demulsification tests and droplet-droplet coalescence. It was demonstrated that the surfactants with 

stronger interfacial activity exhibited a more pronounced enhancement to the separation of heavy 

oil from solids substrates into the aqueous phase, whereas the resulting stable heavy oil-in-water 

emulsions could also be easily demulsified after the activation of CO2-responsiveness. 

Additionally, CO2-responsive surfactants could be partially recycled to improve sustainability. In 

general, CO2-responsive surfactants are considered to be the novel processing aids to enhance the 

heavy hydrocarbon recovery, since they could enhance both oil-solid and oil-water separation 

stages by switching their interfacial activity to the desired state.  
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5.1 Introduction 

Separating oil from solids is a common process in our daily life, such as in dishwashing [1] and 

doing the laundry [2, 3]. It is also essential to many commercial applications, such as enhanced oil 

recovery [4-6], contaminated soil remediation [7-9], and emulsion polymerization [10]. Surfactant 

washing, consisting of washing the oil-solid mixture by a surfactant aqueous solution, is one of 

the most direct and effective methods to achieve successful separation. The introduction of 

surfactants could reduce the oil-water interfacial tension (IFT) efficiently, which leads to lower 

contact angle at the oil-water-solid three-phase contact line and better emulsification of oil 

components in aqueous washing fluid. Consequently, oil detaches from its solid substrate easier, 

and the solid surface can be cleaned. However, when the oil components are carried out by aqueous 

medium, they are in the form of oil-in-water (O/W) emulsion due to the low IFT and separating 

oil and water becomes the new issue. These emulsions may contain valuable products (e.g., 

enhanced oil recovery), cause environmental pollution (e.g., industrial laundry and soil 

remediation), or accumulate surfactants in eco-system [11]. In general, interfacial activity is only 

needed temporarily for the oil-solid separation during surfactant washing, which soon becomes 

problematic for oil-water separation. 

Stimuli-responsive surfactants are one of the most promising candidates to resolve the above-

mentioned problem. Responsive surfactants are capable of providing switchable interfacial activity 

that can be switched on and off by external stimuli, such as temperature [12, 13], pH [14], CO2 gas 

[6, 15, 16], UV radiation [17], and magnetic field [14, 18, 19]. Hence, they usually serve as multi-

functional materials and improve the process sustainability. From the separation perspective, the 

“switch-on” and “switch-off” features of responsive surfactant should benefit both oil-solid and 

oil-water separation. Responsive surfactants enhance oil detachment by providing the desired 
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interfacial activity. After that, their interfacial activity should be switched off by an external 

stimulus to facilitate oil-water separation. In an ideal scenario, clean solids would be filtered out 

in the first stage, while the oil and water components are separated in the following stage. Since 

one addition of responsive surfactants can serve multiple purposes, their successful 

implementation would have positive impacts on both economics and environments. 

Although responsive surfactants possess great potential, there are still many considerable obstacles 

for their utilization. Responsive surfactants are usually more expensive than conventional 

surfactants, which results in economic barriers for commercialization [20]. On the other hand, 

triggering the switch of responsive surfactants may require extra energy input (e.g., changing 

temperature for thermal response), may produce secondary pollutant (e.g., salt accumulation for 

pH response), or may even be inefficient in harsh conditions (e.g., turbidity and opacity limits for 

UV response). In addition, the introduction of a switching mechanism would dramatically increase 

the difficulty of process design. Hence, responsive surfactants are mostly applied to well-designed 

small-scale chemical processes with high additional value such as controlled drug delivery system 

[21-23]. 

In an effort to bring these attractive chemicals into large-scale separation application, novel 

responsive surfactants should be easy-to-use, versatile and robust in various operating conditions. 

In our previous study, we developed a series of CO2-responsive surfactants with tunable switching 

pH [15]. These CO2-responsive surfactants were easily formed by mixing monoethanolamine 

(MEA) with long-chain fatty acids (LCFAs) in aqueous medium. Both compositions are 

commercially available at low prices, which alleviates the economic concerns. The tunability of 

switching pH permits the customization of surfactants regarding specific chemical processes, such 

that a suitable reagent could be readily selected according to requirements [15]. Furthermore, the 
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external stimulus, CO2 gas, is also inexpensive, abundant in nature, and usually available onsite in 

the flue gas [11, 20, 24]. Hence, this series of MEA-LCFAs surfactants are promising to resolve 

the IFT conflicts between the oil-solid and oil-water separations.  

 

Figure 5.1. Schematic diagram of the two major stages in heavy oil recovery process: (a) Heavy 

oil liberation; and (b) Heavy oil harvest. 

Due to our specific interest, we focused on the application of CO2-responsive surfactants for 

enhancing heavy oil recovery, which is one of the most studied separation applications and is also 

remarkably large in scale. The primary goal for heavy oil recovery is to extract more hydrocarbon 

from the petroleum reservoir. Two major stages are considered in this process and are illustrated 

in Figure 5.1. The separation of heavy oil from solid substrate by surfactant washing is referred as 

the “heavy oil liberation”, whereas the subsequent stage of separating heavy oil from aqueous 

phase is denoted as the “heavy oil harvest”. As mentioned, the liberation stage would prefer low 

oil-water IFT, while the latter stage benefits from a high IFT. Successful enhancement of heavy 

oil recovery could only be achieved if both stages are significantly facilitated. 
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In this study, we investigated two representative CO2-responsive surfactants from the MEA-

LCFAs series by their performance in each stages of the heavy oil recovery process. The 

enhancement of heavy oil liberation was demonstrated by contact angle measurements on model 

system and liberation experiments on real petroleum ores. On the other hand, the effect of CO2-

responsive surfactants on heavy oil harvest was evaluated by demulsifying heavy oil-in-water 

emulsions and studying droplet-droplet coalescence. Furthermore, the recyclability of CO2-

responsive surfactants after the recovery process was also explored by analyzing both heavy oil 

products and aqueous tailings water.  

5.2 Material and Methods 

Lauric acid (LA) (99%, Fisher Scientific), oleic acid (OA) (> 95%, Fisher Scientific), 

monoethanolamine (MEA) (> 99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and toluene (> 99.5%, Fisher) were used as 

received without further purification. CO2 gas (medical grade, Praxair) was also used as received. 

Details of the investigated surfactants are given in Table 5.1.  

Table 5.1. Molecular structures and key properties of the CO2-responsive surfactants 

Full name Abbrev. Molecular structure 

Molecular 

weight 

(g/mol) 

Natural 

pH 

Switching 

pH at the 

interface 

Monoethanolamine 

– Lauric acid 
MEA-LA 

 
261.39 ~ 6.76 ~ 6.4 [15] 

Monoethanolamine 

– Oleic acid 
MEA-OA 

 

334.55 ~ 8.98 ~ 7.6 [15] 
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The contact angle in the aqueous phase was measured by the micropipette system as previous 

introduced in Section 3.3. Experimental details could also be found in previous reports [25, 26]. 

Herein, the measurement was initiated by placing the oil-covered silica surface into the surfactant 

solution and the dynamic contact angles in the aqueous phase were obtained by analyzing the 

sequence of recorded images 

Heavy oil liberation from the petroleum ores was studied by the custom-designed liberation 

visualization cell system. Details on the experimental setup could be found elsewhere [27, 28]. In 

general, the heavy oil liberation process was monitored by a camera for a duration of 600 s starting 

from the addition of surfactant solution. The “degree of heavy oil liberation (DOL)” as a function 

of the run time was analyzed off-line by an image processing method also given in a previous 

report [28]. Each experimental condition was conducted at least three times. 

Demulsification of heavy oil-in-surfactant aqueous solution emulsions was assessed by comparing 

their stability with and without CO2 bubbling. Due to the high viscosity of the heavy oil samples 

(2.22  103 Pas), the heavy oil used in this part of the study was diluted by toluene (1 wt.% heavy 

oil in toluene). Diluted heavy oil (15 ml) was mixed with surfactant aqueous solution (5 mM, 15 

ml) in a glass vial. The mixture was then homogenized by a homogenizer (VWR® 250) at 30,000 

rpm for 60 s. The demulsification process was conducted by continuous bubbling of CO2 into the 

emulsions for sufficient time until no visual change was observed (typically required ~ 120 s). 

Demulsification efficiency was evaluated by the volume of the black heavy oil in the upper layer.  

The coalescence between two interacting toluene-diluted heavy oil droplets was studied by an 

integrated thin film drainage apparatus (ITFDA). Details of this instrument [29, 30] as well as the 

modified methodology used here [15] were given in Section 3.4. Generally, two diluted heavy oil 
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droplets were generated in the CO2-responsive surfactant solution (5 mM, 15 ml). One droplet was 

placed at the bottom by coating onto a Teflon surface, while the other was suspended on the top at 

the tip of a glass tube. A sufficient aging time (~ 30 min) was given to ensure the equilibrium of 

surfactant adsorption. The interfacial response of the CO2-responsive surfactants at the heavy oil-

water interface was activated by adding CO2-saturated water (3 ml) into the surfactant solution. 

The reason for using CO2 water instead of CO2 bubbling was to avoid issues that can increase 

experimental error, such as the environmental disturbance and the bubble attachment to oil 

droplets. Another equilibration time of 30 min was given to ensure the new equilibrium was 

reached after the interfacial switching. After that, the droplets were driven to touch each other for 

120 s, and the process was recorded by a high-speed camera. The coalescence time was obtained 

by analyzing the video frame-by-frame. Experiments were conducted at least three times. The 

interfacial activity of the remaining aqueous solution was determined by T200 Theta Optical 

Tensiometer (Biolin Scientific) using the pendant drop method.  

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Effect of CO2-responisve surfactants on heavy oil liberation 

The effect of CO2-responsive surfactants on heavy oil liberation can be preliminarily described by 

the change on the aqueous-phase contact angle () at the heavy oil-water-solid three-phase contact 

line, as illustrated in the inset of Figure 5.1a. A smaller value of the contact angle indicates a 

weaker interaction between heavy oil and solid substrate [31, 32], and thereby allows heavy oil to 

be swept out more efficiently [33]. It is known that the contact angle, , is governed by Young’s 

equation [34]: 
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cos θ = (γOS − γWS) γOW⁄  (5.1) 

where γos, γws, and γow are the interfacial tensions (IFTs) of the oil-solid, water-solid, and oil-water 

interfaces, respectively. Adding surfactants decreases the oil-water IFT (γow) and thereby reduces 

the contact angle in the aqueous phase, resulting in the enhancement of heavy oil liberation.  

The interfacial activity of CO2-responsive surfactants at the oil-water interface has been described 

in our previous study [15]. In general, both MEA-LA and MEA-OA are capable of decreasing the 

oil-water IFT efficiently. MEA-OA is slightly more interfacially active when its concentration in 

the aqueous phase ranges from 0.1 mM to 20 mM, whereas MEA-LA is more active at 

concentrations above 20 mM. It has also been demonstrated that the interfacial behavior of 

surfactants is independent of the nature of the oil phase [15, 35], that means, such interfacial 

activity is generally applicable to the heavy oil-water interface. 

The recession of the droplet in the presence of CO2-responsive surfactants was studied in a model 

system using the micropipette technique. A spherical silica cap was initially covered by high 

viscous model oil. As soon as the oil-covered silica cap was submersed into the aqueous phase, 

the oil drop started to recede on the solid surface spontaneously (Figure 5.2a), which simulates the 

liberation of heavy oil on the solid substrate during surfactant washing. The temporal evolution of 

the contact angles in the aqueous phase is exhibited in Figure 5.2b. It was found that the addition 

of both CO2-responsive surfactants would slow down the receding rates initially, but ended up in 

smaller static contact angles. MEA-OA had a more pronounced impact on slowing down the 

receding rate, as well as on decreasing the contact angle. Meanwhile, the values of static contact 

angles were obtained when the change of dynamic contact angle became negligible over time. It 

is shown that the static contact angles gradually reduced with increasing surfactant concentration 
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(Figure 5.2c). The contact angles measured in MEA-OA solutions were always slightly lower than 

those in MEA-LA solutions at the same concentration, which is consistent with MEA-OA being 

more interfacially active than MEA-LA at low concentration (< 20 mM) [15]. When treated with 

5 mM MEA-OA solution, the oil drop would detach from the silica surface even before equilibrium 

was reached, which was caused by the buoyance force. Nevertheless, these results of contact angle 

measurements suggest that heavy oil would become much easier to be liberated from the solid 

substrates with the aid of CO2-responsive surfactants.  

 

Figure 5.2. (a)  Snapshots of the high viscosity oil droplet receding on a silica surface in Milli-

Q water; (b) Dynamic contact angle in the first 300 s; and (c) Static contact angles in different 

aqueous solutions. a The oil drop detached from the silica surface in 5 mM MEA-OA solution, 

thus showing a contact angle with zero degree. 

The heavy oil liberation process on real petroleum ores was investigated by a house-made heavy 

oil liberation visualization cell system. The liberation cell was explicitly designed to monitor heavy 

oil liberation [27]. Figure 5.3a shows snapshot images obtained from the experiments. At first 
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glance, there is a significant reduction of “dark” areas on the ore surfaces after being immersed in 

the aqueous solution for 600 s. Such a phenomenon illustrates the release of heavy oil from their 

host surfaces. Furthermore, ores treated by CO2-responsive surfactant solutions appears to be 

“brighter” than that treated by Milli-Q water at t = 600 s, which readily implies the enhancement 

of heavy oil liberation by adding CO2-responsive surfactants. 

 

Figure 5.3. (a) Typical images from the house-made heavy oil liberation visualization cell 

system; Temporary evolution of heavy oil liberation for the petroleum ores treated by MEA-LA 

solution (b) and MEA-OA solution (c).  

Details of the heavy oil liberation process were elucidated by analyzing the degree of heavy oil 

liberation (DOL). DOL values were calculated from the real-time images in liberation cell 

experiments using the image processing method previously reported [28]. Experimental results are 

given as the scatter points in Figures 5.3b & 5.3c. In an effort to understand the kinetics of heavy 
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oil liberation, one could consider the liberation process as a first order reaction, i.e., the liberation 

rate is proportional to sand areas covered by bitumen and the rate of reverse process be negligible.  

With the DOL values being the percentage of sand areas that is free of bitumen, a simple approach 

of kinetics analysis is to fit the dynamic liberation data by the first-order kinetics model with an 

exponential expression as following [36]: 

DOL (%) = 𝐴[1 − exp(−𝑘t)] (5.2) 

where A (%) refers to the ultimate DOL and k (s-1) represents the rate constant of heavy oil 

liberation.  In Eq. 5.2, a zero DOL value is given at the initial point (t = 0 s), representing no heavy 

oil liberation. On the other hand, the ultimate DOL is defined as when the ores are treated by the 

aqueous solution for a sufficiently long time. Approaching the limit of t  ∞ would result in 

DOL|t→∞ = 𝐴[1 − exp(−𝑘t)]|t→∞ = 𝐴. Finally, a higher value of k refers to a faster increase of 

the DOL value, thus considering as a faster rate of heavy oil liberation. Obviously, it is preferable 

of have a higher value of both ultimate DOL (A) and liberation rate (k). 

Both MEA-LA and MEA-OA boosted the ultimate DOL values (A) but also slow down the 

liberation rate (k) at the same time. The values of the fitting parameters are summarized in Table 

5.2 for each liberation condition. CO2-responsive surfactants have a dramatic impact on the 

ultimate DOL due to their strong interfacial activity, resulting in more than threefold enhancements 

using 5 mM MEA-OA solution. MEA-OA addition was slightly more effective than MEA-LA 

addition at the same bulk concentration, since MEA-OA is more interfacially active [15]. In fact, 

there appears to be a clear relationship between the ultimate DOL and the surfactant interfacial 

activity (Figure 5.4). This relationship supports our hypothesis that reducing the oil-water IFT is 

key to enhancing heavy oil liberation. On the other hand, CO2-responsive surfactants also slowed 
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down the value of ki. Indeed, such phenomena correspond well with the dynamic contact angle 

results (Figure 5.2b). Ores treated by MEA-LA solutions exhibited a slightly slower liberation rate 

than in Milli-Q water, whereas the hindrance caused by MEA-OA solutions was more severe. The 

reduction of the liberation rate is unfavorable in the heavy oil industry since that longer residence 

time would be needed to approach the ultimate DOL value. Fortunately, these side effects on the 

liberation kinetics start to diminish as the ultimate DOL becomes high enough.   

Table 5.2. Fitting parameters in Eq. 5.2 for the real-time heavy oil liberation experiments. 

Group 

Fitting parameters 

A (%) k (10-2 s-1) R2 

Milli-Q water 22.38 ± 0.04 3.73 ± 0.25 0.9122 

MEA-LA 

1 mM 39.51 ± 0.68 1.98 ± 0.15 0.8503 

2 mM 48.17 ± 0.42 2.32 ± 0.12 0.9396 

3 mM 57.29 ± 0.26 2.35 ± 0.14 0.9591 

5 mM 59.60 ± 0.76 3.42 ± 0.21 0.9284 

MEA-OA 

1 mM 48.68 ± 0.70 0.41 ± 0.01 0.9975 

2 mM 53.54 ± 0.94 0.54 ± 0.03 0.9911 

3 mM 59.08 ± 1.44 0.69 ± 0.04 0.9422 

5 mM 74.67 ± 0.54 0.98 ± 0.03 0.9756 
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Figure 5.4. Relationships between the ultimate DOL and the interfacial activity of the 

corresponding surfactant at the toluene/water interface. 

5.3.2 Effect of CO2-responisve surfactants on heavy oil harvest 

After being released from solid substrates, heavy oil is carried out by the aqueous washing fluid in 

the form of heavy oil-in-water (HO/W) emulsions, which are usually very stable and inseparable. 

Unfortunately, these emulsions contain a considerable amount of heavy oil products. Besides, they 

turn into tailings water if untreated, which are hazardous to the near animals and environment. In 

general, surfactants with strong interfacial activity become detrimental to the downstream 

operations where heavy oil needs to be separated and harvested from the emulsions. 
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Figure 5.5. (a) Demulsification of the stable heavy oil-in-water (HO/W) emulsions stabilized 

by CO2-responsive surfactants with and without CO2 bubbling (aging time = 1 hour); Evolution 

of the heavy oil recovery ratio in a storage time of 1 month (b), as well as in the first 600 s after 

CO2 bubbling in the cases of different surfactant types (c), different MEA-LA concentration (d), 

and different volume ratio of the heavy oil (e). 

In this study, CO2-responsive surfactants are designed to overcome such disadvantages of 

conventional surfactants in the heavy oil harvest stage. CO2-responsive surfactants feature 

switchable interfacial activity, i.e., their interfacial activity can be switched off by CO2 gas. Hence, 

emulsions stabilized by CO2-responsive surfactants could be easily demulsified by bubbling of 
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CO2 gas. As a consequence, the heavy oil product would be phase-separated spontaneously. 

Meanwhile, the amount of tailings water could also be reduced, thereby enhancing sustainability. 

The interfacial switching behavior of MEA-LA and MEA-OA had been studied in detail 

previously [15]. Briefly speaking, both CO2-responsive surfactant solutions increases the IFT at 

the oil/water interface after CO2 addition. MEA-LA possesses a more pronounced CO2 

switchability than MEA-OA. Namely, the oil/water interface occupied by MEA-LA recovers to a 

higher IFT value than that by MEA-OA after the activation of CO2 responsiveness, indicating a 

more complete depletion of surfactants from the interface.  

Visual observations of the HO/W emulsion stability were conducted to evaluate the effectiveness 

of CO2-responsive surfactants in the heavy oil harvest stage. It is first noticed that HO/W emulsions 

were readily stable even without surfactant addition (Milli-Q water group in Figure 5.5a), which 

is attributed to the existence of natural surfactants in the heavy oil [37]. Only a small amount of 

heavy oil was phase-separated within an aging time of 1 hour. This is considered a demonstration 

that most of the heavy oil product was still unrecoverable in the emulsion. Bubbling of CO2 slightly 

enhanced the phase separation process in the Milli-Q water group. This can be explained by the 

fact that natural surfactants in heavy oil are mostly composed of acids [37, 38], e.g., naphthenic 

acids, which could be protonated during the pH decrease upon CO2 solvation and partially lose 

their interfacial activity.  

Emulsions stabilized by CO2-responsive surfactants exhibit dramatic differences with or without 

CO2 bubbling. With the addition of surfactants but no switching, emulsions appeared to be 

extremely stable. There were no signs of phase separation being observed for days (Figure 5.6). 

Undoubtedly, such ultra-stable emulsions are severe problems for the harvesting of heavy oil and 

should be eliminated in the industrial scenarios. After the direct bubbling of CO2 gas into the 
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emulsions, a fast and near-complete demulsification could be easily achieved in the groups with 

CO2-responsive surfactants. It is shown that most of the heavy oil product was readily recovered 

within 1 hour, which is promising from the industrial perspective. This result also proves that CO2-

responsive surfactants are more interfacially active than natural surfactants. The interfacial 

properties of the heavy oil/water interface are fully governed by the CO2-responsive surfactants, 

and thereby the precise switching of emulsion stability at a desired stage becomes accessible.  

Demulsification efficiency was qualitatively estimated by the recovery ratio of heavy oil from the 

emulsions. The recovery ratio was generated by counting the volume of “black” heavy oil in a 

sequence of images using the following equation: 

Recovery ratio =
Volume of  harvested heavy oil

Volume of emulsion × Volume ratio of heavy oil
× 100% (5.3) 

The volume measurements were calculated using heights, and the volume ratio of the heavy oil 

was readily known according to the preparation procedures. The evolution of heavy oil recovery 

ratio upon a storage time of 1 month is shown in Figure 5.5b. Similar to the visual observations, 

the demulsification in Milli-Q water was rather inefficient and incomplete. CO2 treatment into 

Milli-Q water made the phase separation occur slightly faster. With CO2-responsive surfactants 

but no switching, emulsions were ultra-stable. Emulsions stabilized by MEA-OA had no sign of 

phase separation for at least 1 month. The demulsification processes in both surfactant solutions 

were extremely rapid and efficient after CO2 switching. The recovery ratios of heavy oil were 

nearly 100% within 30 minutes.  
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Figure 5.6. Long term storage of heavy oil-in water emulsions. 
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The demulsification efficiency was further investigated by focusing on the recovery ratio evolution 

in the first 600 s. Results are provided in Figures 5.5c – 5.5e, where all results corresponded to the 

cases after CO2 bubbling. The phase separation in MEA-LA solution was slightly faster than that 

in MEA-OA solution, both of which were significantly stronger than in Milli-Q water (Figure 

5.5c). As demonstrated previously, MEA-LA surfactants could be depleted from the oil/water 

interface more completely than MEA-OA after switching [15]. Hence, it is not surprising that 

MEA-LA emulsions were easier to phase separate after CO2 bubbling. Besides, lower surfactant 

concentration and higher volume ratio of the heavy oil results in better demulsification efficiency 

(Figures 5.5d & 5.5e). These results also follow the intuition that it is always favorable to use less 

surfactants and operate in oil-rich reservoirs.  

 

Figure 5.7. Images for the coalescence process of toluene-diluted heavy oil droplets in CO2-

responsive surfactant solutions without and with the activation of interfacial CO2 switching.  
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Table 5.3. Coalescence time of toluene-diluted heavy oil stabilized by different aqueous 

solutions with or without CO2 addition. 

Group Coalescence time (s) 

Milli-Q water 
Without CO2 addition 33 ± 5 

With CO2 addition 27 ± 5 

5 mM MEA-LA 
Without CO2 addition NA* 

With CO2 addition 11 ± 1 

5 mM MEA-OA 
Without CO2 addition NA* 

With CO2 addition 19 ± 5 

* No droplets coalescence was observed within the contact time of 120 s, which is the 

limitation of the instrument. 

 

Further insights into the demulsification process were obtained by understanding the coalescence 

between two toluene-diluted heavy oil droplets immersed in the aqueous medium. The coalescence 

time was defined as the average time for two oil droplets to coalesce and merge into one drop upon 

contact. Generally, a shorter coalescence time represents a higher change of the coalescence to 

occur, thus suggesting a faster phase separation. Snapshots of the measurements are shown in 

Figure 5.7, while the results of coalescence time are given in Table 5.3. In Milli-Q water, the 

average time for two diluted heavy oil droplets to coalesce was 33 ± 5 s. This coalescence time 

was slightly reduced with CO2 addition. In the cases of CO2-responsive surfactants but without 

CO2 addition, no droplet coalescence could be found within the contact time of 120 s, suggesting 

the formation of ultra-stable emulsions. In contrast, when the CO2 switching was activated in 

surfactant solutions, coalescence occurred within a much shorter contact time. Once again, it is the 

switch-off of surfactants interfacial activity, which recovers the hydrophobic nature of oil surfaces, 

that promotes the droplet-droplet coalescence. It could be concluded that CO2-responsive 

surfactants dramatically enhance the demulsification efficiency of heavy oil from emulsions once 
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their interfacial activity was switched off by CO2 bubbling. Hence, they are capable of facilitating 

the harvest of heavy oil product after the heavy oil liberation stage. 

5.3.3 Life cycle of CO2-responsive surfactants 

In the previous sections, we have demonstrated that CO2-responsive surfactants could facilitate the 

heavy oil liberation, as well as the heavy oil harvest after switching. With the goal of recycling 

tailings water and reinforce process sustainability, we investigated the life cycle of these CO2-

responsive surfactants after the heavy oil recovery process. This section is directly related to the 

recyclability of these CO2-responsive surfactants.  

 

Figure 5.8. CO2-responsive surfactants in the heavy oil recovery process. 
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The proposed life cycle of MEA-LCFA surfactants is illustrated in Figure 5.8. It is hypothesized 

that fatty acid components would partition into the heavy oil phase after the switch and become 

part of the product, whereas MEA prefers to stay in the aqueous phase. Such prediction is based 

on their corresponding distribution coefficient values (log D). Distribution coefficient is the ratio 

of the compound (both ionic species and non-ionic species) in the organic phase to that in the 

aqueous phase [39, 40]: 

log 𝐷o/w = log (
[solute]oil

non−ionized + [solute]oil
ionized

[solute]water
non−ionized + [solute]water

ionized
) (5.4) 

where [solute]oil
nono−ionized is the concentration of the non-ionic form of the solute in the oil phase 

and so on. From this definition, the value of log D represents the concentration distribution of the 

compound in a binary system at equilibrium. When log D > 0, the compound prefers to stay in the 

organic phase, whereas when log D < 0, the compound prefers the aqueous phase. The structure 

property predictions and calculations were conducted using Calculator Plugins (v.19.17, 

ChemAxon Ltd.) and the results are shown in Figure 5.9 in the Supplementary Materials. The 

distribution coefficient is greatly influenced by the aqueous pH values for all species in this study, 

because their solubility in both oil and water phases are affected by their degree of protonation. 

Since we are most interested in the compound distribution after the heavy oil harvest stage, clean 

aqueous solutions were collected at the bottom layer from the demulsification tests after CO2 

bubbling. The pH value of these aqueous solutions was measured to be ~ 5.16. Consequently, log 

D values were calculated to be -4.34, 4.15, and 6.48 for MEA, LA, and OA, respectively. 

According to Eq. 5.4, MEA should be ~ 20,000 times more concentrated in water than in the 

organic phase, referring to a strong preference of staying in the aqueous phase. Similarly, fatty 

acids are mostly partitioned into the oil phase after CO2 switching. 
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Figure 5.9. Distribution coefficient of MEA, LA and OA when the pH value of the aqueous 

phase is 5.16 ± 0.35. 

The fate of CO2-responsive surfactants after switching was determined experimentally by 

analyzing the extracted heavy oil from the demulsification experiments using FTIR spectroscopy. 

In general, the main purpose of this FTIR experiment was to characterize whether MEA and fatty 

acids entered the heavy oil phase after switching. Meantime, it was also attempted to estimate the 

concentration of a known type of fatty acid in the heavy oil phase after switching. Although FTIR 

spectroscopy is usually considered as a semi-quantitative characterization method, it is still a 

practical tool to determine the concentration of a target compound in a known system. For example, 

the only possible changes in the extracted heavy oil from 5 mM MEA-LA group are the raise of 
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MEA and LA concentration, if compared to the original toluene-diluted heavy oil without any 

treatment. Hence, the changes in the corresponding FTIR spectra must be associated with MEA 

and LA.  

Standard samples were first prepared by dissolving a certain concentration of fatty acid into 

toluene-diluted heavy oil. It was shown that the presence of fatty acids led to the growth of a 

characteristic peak at ~ 1714 cm-1 in the FTIR spectrum (Figure 5.10), which corresponds to the 

stretching of C=O in the carboxylic acid. Moreover, the concentration of fatty acid exhibited strong 

correlations with the integrated area of FTIR patterns between 1700 cm-1 to 1720 cm-1, as presented 

in Figure 5.11. Thereby, these correlations could be used to calculate the fatty acid concentration 

in the diluted heavy oil. The extracted heavy oil samples were collected from the upper layer of 

the heavy oil after the demulsification tests. FTIR analysis was conducted for the heavy oil samples, 

while the values of the integrated area were then interpolated into the corresponding calibration 

curves in Figure 5.11. It was found that the heavy oil harvested from the MEA-LA group contained 

5.4 ± 1.1 mM of LA, whereas that from the MEA-OA group had an OA concentration of 4.1 ± 1.0 

mM. Considering the fact that the initial concentration of anionic fatty acid in the aqueous phase 

was 5 mM, as well as that the volume of oil and water was the same during preparation, one could 

say that fatty acids were almost completely partitioned into the oil phase after CO2 switching 

process. Unfortunately, this FTIR method was not appropriate to identify the MEA concentration 

in diluted heavy oil. There was no characteristic peak can be observed for MEA in the toluene-

diluted heavy oil. 
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Figure 5.10. FTIR spectrum of the toluene-diluted heavy oil containing a certain 

concentration of LA (a) and OA (b). The full spectrums are given as insets, whereas the 

characteristic peak of carboxylic group in fatty acids at the wavenumber of 1714 cm-1 is 

emphasized by zooming in the region from wavenumber 2000 cm-1 to 1650 cm-1. 

 

Figure 5.11. Calibration curves for the fatty acids in toluene-diluted heavy oil. 

Concentrations of LA and OA in the extracted heavy oil samples were obtained by 

interpolating the values of the integrated area of FTIR patterns on the calibration curves. 
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Finally, the recyclability of CO2-responsive surfactants was investigated by the regeneration of 

interfacial activity in the tailings water. Originally, the IFT values at the toluene/water interface 

were measured to be 19.40 ± 0.07 mN/m or 18.84 ± 0.04 mN/m, when the aqueous solution was 5 

mM MEA-LA or 5 mM MEA-OA, respectively. These CO2-responsive surfactant solutions were 

brought to the demulsification experiments, where HO/W emulsions were generated and then 

demulsified by bubbling CO2. Clear tailings water was collected from the bottom layers in 

demulsification tests. These aqueous samples were evaluated by their bulk pH and their ability to 

reduce toluene/water IFT. The results are given in Figure 5.12. It is shown that interfacial activities 

were completely switched off in bulk solutions after CO2 bubbling, indicated by high IFT at the 

interface. N2 bubbling into the aqueous phase purged the dissolved CO2, showing as the increase 

in the bulk pH. However, there was no change to the oil-water IFT. The reason is the absence of 

fatty acids, which had transferred into the organic phase in the demulsification process and were 

removed together with the heavy oil products, as demonstrated previously. In order to regenerate 

the interfacial activity and recycle tailings water, the addition of a molar equivalent amount of the 

corresponding fatty acid is required. It is assumed that all MEA stayed in the aqueous phase after 

CO2 bubbling based on the calculation of log D values (Figure 5.9), i.e., MEA concentration should 

equal to 5 mM in the aqueous phase. Correspondingly, the tailings water was refilled with 5 mM 

of fatty acids and mixed sufficiently. Interfacial activities were successfully brought back to 

comparable values as that in the original surfactant solutions. Hence, these recycled tailings water 

should be readily available for use in the next cycle. There were only negligible differences from 

the perspective of IFT after three cycles. Such phenomena also suggest that MEA was maintained 

in the aqueous phase during cycles. Any loss of MEA to the organic phase during cycles would 

have caused gradual attenuation of the interfacial activity. 
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Figure 5.12. Evaluation of the tailings water collected from the demulsification experiments 

by their bulk pH and interfacial activity at the toluene/water interface throughout three 

cycles: (a) 5 mM MEA-LA; and (b) 5 mM MEA-OA. 

5.4 Conclusions 

In this study, two CO2-responsive surfactants were investigated to enhance heavy oil recovery by 

utilizing their interfacial activity and switchability. Compared with most conventional surfactants, 

CO2-responsive surfactants possess significant advantages, in which their interfacial activity can 

be switched off by CO2 bubbling at the desired stage. Hence, they are capable of performing as 

surfactants to enhance the oil-solid separation in the liberation stage, and then switch to 

demulsifiers to facilitate the oil-water separation in the harvest stage. The enhancement of heavy 
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oil liberation by CO2-responsive surfactants was confirmed throughout contact angle 

measurements in a model system and the liberation visualization cell on the real petroleum ores. 

The addition of both surfactants boosted the degree of heavy oil liberation (DOL), although they 

also slowed down the initial liberation rate. On the other hand, the results from demulsification 

tests indicated that significantly more heavy oil could be harvested in the groups of CO2-responsive 

surfactants along with CO2 bubbling treatment. Coalescence time provided further evidence that 

the improvement in demulsification efficiency was directly related to the CO2 switchability at the 

interface, which decreased the droplet-droplet coalescence time dramatically. Additionally, it is 

also viable to recycle the MEA component together with the tailing water after treatments. Since 

more heavy oil is swept out from the petroleum reservoir by CO2-responsive surfactant washing, 

as well as that the harvest of heavy oil from the HO/W emulsions becomes more efficient after 

activating the CO2 switching, these novel CO2-responsive surfactants should be promising 

additives to enhance the heavy oil recovery process.  

We anticipate that this study will provide valuable guidance in developing responsive materials 

for various large-scale separation applications, such as household cleaning, contaminated soil 

remediation, and oil spill management. Both MEA and fatty acids are common chemicals that are 

commercially available at affordable prices, which offers scale-up possibilities. Besides, the 

versatility of this group of CO2-responsive is also readily involved in their design. Their interfacial 

activity and switchability could be easily modified by changing the types of amines and fatty acids, 

such that CO2-responsive surfactants could be customized for specific requirements. 
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Chapter 6. CO2-Responsive Surfactants for the Enhancement of Ex-Situ 

Oil Sands Extraction: A Bench-Scale Demonstration 

6.1 Introduction 

Oil sands, the crude bitumen and mineral solids matrix, are considered to be one of the most 

important non-conventional petroleum resources in the world. The largest oil sands deposits are 

located in the northern areas of Alberta, Canada, containing about 1.7 to 2.5 trillion barrels of 

bitumen [1-3]. The current production of crude oil is reported as ~ 236 million liters per day 

(ML/day), which provides for 56% of total Canadian oil output [4, 5]. The oil production from oil 

sands is forecasted to grow up to 620 ML/day by 2030 [1]. 

In the oil sands industry, open-pit mining followed by Clark hot/warm water extraction (CHWE) 

is one of the most developed and commercialized technologies. Figure 6.1a illustrates the typical 

process of CHWE operation. Mineable oil sands ores are first collected by shovels and trucks, then 

crushed into pieces, conditioned by process water, and become oil sands slurries. These slurries 

are introduced into hydrotransport pipelines, where the oil sands extraction process begins. Within 

the pipelines, bitumen is liberated and dispersed into the aqueous medium spontaneously (Figure 

6.1b), since the sand grains in northern Alberta are of hydrophilic natures [3]. This process is 

referred to the ‘bitumen liberation’. Meanwhile, streams of air are injected to aerate and collect 

the dispersed bitumen in the aqueous phase via bitumen-air bubble attachment. This is known as 

the stage of ‘bitumen aeration’ (Figure 6.1c). After that, the mixture of aerated bitumen, process 

water, and solid wastes would enter gravitational separation vessels, including primary separation 

vessel (PSV) and secondary separation vessel (SSV), where further bitumen liberation and aeration 
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takes place. Finally, the bitumen-concentrated froth is harvested from the top stream and goes into 

the froth treatment process, while the bottom streams of slurries are deposited to tailing ponds for 

tailing management. Both froth treatment and tailings management processes are beyond our scope 

of oil sands extraction in this study, although they are essential to the industry.  

 

Figure 6.1. (a) Schematic graph of typical CHWE process; (b) Bitumen liberation from sand 

grains with inset illustrating the liberation contact angle (θlib); and (c) Bitumen-air bubble 

attachment with inset illustrating the aeration contact angle (θaera). 

In order to enhance the oil sands extraction and achieve higher bitumen recovery, major 

improvements are expected to be obtained from both bitumen liberation and aeration stages. 

Unfortunately, these two stages appear to be conflictive with each other from the perspective of 

water-bitumen interfacial tensions (IFTs, γWB). In the bitumen liberations stage, a low value of γWB 

is preferable [6, 7]. A lower value of γWB results in smaller liberation contact angle (θlib, inset of 

Figure 6.1b), which means more efficient removal of bitumen from their host solids could be 

achieved. On the other hand, decreasing γWB not only leads to the formation of stable bitumen-in-
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water emulsions, but also reflects as small aeration contact angle (θaera), which represents weak 

interactions between bitumen and air bubble [8]. Neither is favorable in the bitumen aeration stage. 

In common practices, the enhancement of bitumen recovery is often optimized by compromise 

strategies. For instance, “caustics” additions (e.g., sodium hydroxide, ammonium hydroxide) are 

often used in the CHWE process as the processing aids to increase the bitumen recovery [1, 4, 9]. 

The addition of caustics releases natural surfactants and decreases the γWB. The maximum bitumen 

recovery can thereby be achieved by controlling the pH of the process water at ~ 8.0, where 

bitumen liberation is greatly facilitated while the hindrance for bitumen aeration is acceptable [1]. 

Responsive surfactants are believed to be promising candidates to resolve such IFT paradox in the 

oil sands extraction process, attributed to their switchable characters. Their interfacial activity is 

capable of being switched off throughout the presence of external stimuli. Hence, responsive 

surfactants possess the potential to enhance both bitumen liberation and aeration stages together 

without compromise. Ideally, responsive surfactants are introduced with the process water and 

provide a desired interfacial activity, and thereby enhance the bitumen liberation stage. More 

importantly, these interfacial activities could be switched off prior to the bitumen aeration stage. 

Consequently, the bitumen surfaces recover their hydrophobic nature, and the attachment to air 

bubbles would become much easier.  

There are several attempts being made to develop thermo-responsive polymeric surfactants for the 

oil sands extraction process [10-12]. It is known that thermo-responsive polymers exhibit coil-

globule transition as the environment temperature increases above its lower critical solution 

temperature (LCST) [13], where they transform from water-soluble to water-insoluble. Hence, 

polymeric surfactants could be designed as the block copolymer that is composed of a thermal-

responsive block and another balancing block. The interfacial activity of polymeric surfactants 
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becomes switchable when the thermo-responsive block performs its LCST transition behavior, 

which breaks the natural amphiphilicity balance. Although these approaches are of great scientific 

importance, as well as open avenues for responsive materials, the use of thermal response is 

economically unfavorable because of the enormous energy consumption to change bulk 

temperature, especially when considering the large scale of oil sands industry. Besides, the costs 

for precise copolymerization are often expensive as well. 

Recently, our group developed a series of CO2-responsive surfactants with tunable switching pH 

for large-scale applications [14]. One of the most critical concepts involved in our design was that 

responsive surfactants should be feasible and affordable for large-scale applications with less 

technical and economic barriers. Following such spirit, CO2 was selected as the external stimuli 

because the switching behavior could be easily activated by the bubbling of CO2 gas, which is 

inexpensive and easy-to-operate with negligible energy input [15-17]. Besides, CO2 gas is 

accessible from the flue gas in near utilities, which may have an impact on reducing carbon 

footprint. From the materials perspective, CO2-responsive surfactants were assembled by the non-

covalent interaction between monoethanolamine (MEA) and long-chain fatty acid (LCFA) in the 

aqueous phase, both of which are commercially available at low prices. These novel CO2-

responsive surfactants had been successfully applied to enhance conventional heavy oil recovery 

during surfactant washing in the previous chapter. They exhibited exceptional performance on 

facilitating the heavy oil liberation from the petroleum ores, as well as on harvesting more heavy 

oil from oil-in-water (O/W) emulsions after CO2 switching.  

In this study, we further investigated these CO2-responsive surfactants in the Canadian oil sands 

extraction process to enhance the ultra-heavy oil (bitumen) recovery. Compared to the 

conventional heavy oil recovery, the biggest difference in the oil sands extraction is that air bubble-
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assisted flotation was used to harvest the liberated bitumen instead of spontaneous phase 

separation. Hence, CO2-responsive surfactants were first assessed by their effects on the bitumen-

air bubble attachment. More importantly, the investigated CO2-responsive surfactants were applied 

to bench-scale oil sands extraction experiments using real oil sands ores at ambient temperature. 

Bitumen recovery could be significantly improved by CO2-responsive surfactants, whereas the 

enhancement was confirmed to be a direct consequence of the CO2-responsiveness. 

6.2 Materials and Methods 

Lauric acid (LA) (99%, Fisher Scientific), oleic acid (OA) (> 95%, Fisher Scientific), 

monoethanolamine (MEA) (> 99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and toluene (> 99.5%, Fisher) were used as 

received without further purification. Hydrochloride (HCl) (1 N solution, RICCA Chemical 

Company) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) (1 N solution, Fisher Scientific) were diluted before 

being used. CO2 gas (medical grade, Praxair) was also used as received. Milli-Q water was 

supplied by ThermoFischer Barnstead Nanopure ultrapure water purification system (resistivity > 

18 MΩ⋅cm). CO2-responsive surfactants were prepared by mixing the fatty acid with MEA in the 

aqueous phase at 1:1 molar ratio for at least 48 hours before use. The details of surfactant 

information are provided in Section 3.1 & Section 5.2.  

Oil sands ores (Athabasca, site AC, 2016) in this study were provided by Syncrude Canada Ltd. 

The ores contained 11.4 wt.% of bitumen, 3.7 wt.% of water and 84.9 wt.% of solids. The ore 

composition was determined by the Dean Stark apparatus and was consistent with the previous 

reports [18, 19]. The solid particles less than 44 μm in size, which is also known as the fines, had 

a content of 22.0 wt.% of total solids in this oil sands ores. Bitumen samples was collected from 
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the predominantly fed to the vacuum distillation unit and was also obtained from Syncrude Canada 

Ltd. The process water used was from the Aurora process water on September 2016. 

Bitumen-air bubble attachment was studied by determining the induction time of bitumen-air 

bubble attachment in aqueous solutions [20]. Details of the experimental setup can be found in 

previous studies [20, 21] and are also described in Section 3.7. In general, bitumen surface was 

treated by CO2-responsive surfactants with or without the bubbling of CO2. An air bubble (d = 2 

mm) was generated in the solution and then moved downwards towards the bitumen surface. Air 

bubble was in contact with the bitumen surface for a controlled period of time, and the state of 

attaching or no attaching was recorded. Each contact time was repeated for 50 times for a certain 

bitumen surface.  

Bitumen recovery experiments were carried out in a modified bitumen extraction unit (M-BEU). 

M-BEU consisted of a 1-L stainless steel cell modified with water jacket, an impeller, an adjustable 

AC motor (KBAC series, NEMA 4X/IP65, equipped with a tachometer from JoneTM) and a mass 

flow controller (AALBORG® GFC17). Circulating water at constant temperature of 23 ± 1 °C 

from a thermal water bath was pumped through the water jacket to ensure ambient temperature 

condition. The operation procedure is summarized in Table 3.1. Briefly speaking, the oil sands 

extraction contained three continuous stages: slurry condition, primary flotation and secondary 

flotation, which mimicked the oil sands ores in hydrotransport pipeline, PSV and SSV, 

respectively. Each stage was operated for 10 minutes. In the slurry condition stage, 500 ± 1 g of 

thawed oil sands ores were added into the M-BEU cell, which contained 150 g of surfactant 

solution. The mixing speed was set as 600 rpm while the external air flow was set as 150 ml/min. 

In the primary flotation stage, another 900 g surfactant solution was added. The agitator was kept 

running at 600 rpm, but the air flow was turned off. The primary bituminous froth was collected 
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and weighted in a cellulose Soxhlet extraction thimble (WhatmanTM 2800432, single wall). At last, 

in the secondary flotation stage, the mixing speed was raised up to 800 rpm, while CO2 flow was 

input at the flow rate of 50 ml/min. The secondary froth was also collected and weighted in another 

thimble. The bitumen recovery ratio and froth quality were analyzed by the Dean-Stark apparatus 

using toluene was the refluxing solvent [22]. 

6.3 Results and Discussion 

CO2-responsive surfactants had been demonstrated to have promising performances on the 

enhancement of heavy oil recovery in the previous chapter. It is of our specific interest to utilize 

these novel processing aids in the oil sands extraction process and to evaluate their effectiveness 

in bench-scale operations. Compared to the conventional heavy oil recovery process where the oil 

products are harvested after phase separation, the oil sands extraction process collects the ultra-

heavy oil (bitumen) in aqueous phase by the flotation technique, where air bubbles are used to 

capture the liberated bitumen. The aerated bitumen floats to the top spontaneously in the form of 

bituminous froth, which will then be collected. Obviously, the bitumen recovery during the oil 

sands extraction process heavily relies on the efficiency of bitumen-air bubble attachment. 

6.3.1 Bitumen-air bubble attachment 

The effects of the CO2-responsive surfactants on bitumen aeration were investigated by measuring 

the induction time of an air bubble attaching to a bitumen surface, which was soaked in the CO2-

responsive surfactant solution. The bubbling of CO2 gas was conducted to trigger the switching 

behavior at the bitumen-water interface after soaking, and the results are compared to the groups 

without switching. The induction time is defined as the contact time at which 50% of air bubbles 

attach to the bitumen surface [23, 24]. Generally, a shorter induction time refers to a more efficient 
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bitumen-air bubble attachment. The results of induction time are shown in Figure 6.2. At first 

glance, the induction time of the bitumen surface treated with Milli-Q water was not affected by 

the CO2 bubbling. The induction times were both around 1900 ms at ambient temperature. This 

finding indicates that there exist natural surfactants that could adsorb onto the bitumen-water 

interface and make the interface less hydrophobic. These natural surfactants are not responsive to 

the CO2 bubbling, resulting in unchanged induction time. 

The bitumen surface treated by CO2-responsive surfactants exhibited completely opposite 

behaviors with and without the CO2 bubbling, which must be correlated to the switching behavior. 

Bitumen-air bubble attachment barely occurred in the surfactant solutions without switching. In 

fact, the air bubble never attached to the bitumen surfaces treated by CO2-responsive surfactant 

solution even when the contact time exceeded the limitation of the induction timer (16000 ms). 

The only exception was the 1 mM MEA-LA group, where the introduced interfacial activity was 

still weak at this surfactant concentration as demonstrated in Figure 4.1a [14]. Nevertheless, the 

induction time is still significantly longer if compared to the bitumen surfaces treated by Milli-Q 

water. More importantly, the induction time was greatly reduced for the bitumen surface first 

treated by the CO2-responsive surfactants then experienced CO2 bubbling. The induction time after 

the CO2 bubbling was as low as 97 ms for 1 mM MEA-LA treated bitumen surface, indicating an 

instantaneous air bubble attachment. Similarly, the induction time was 800 ms for 1 mM MEA-

OA after the CO2 bubbling. Besides, it was documented that the bitumen surfaces treated by MEA 

solutions could not exhibit the same low induction time after CO2 bubbling (Figure 6.3). Hence, 

the dramatic change of bitumen-air bubble interaction from no attaching to instantaneous attaching 

must be attributed to the switchable characters of the CO2-responsive surfactants.  
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Figure 6.2. Induction time of air bubble attachment to bitumen surface treated by CO2-

responsive surfactants with and without the CO2 bubbling.  

It is further recognized that the induction time after CO2 bubbling was affected by the surfactant 

concentration and the type of the CO2-responsive surfactants. For the same type of surfactant, the 

induction time gradually raised up with increasing surfactant concentration. It had been confirmed 

that the adsorption of these CO2-responsive surfactants onto the interface becomes much stronger 

with the increase of their bulk concentration within the investigated concentration range (1 mM to 

5 mM) [14]. Hence, it becomes more difficult to recover a surfactant-free interface by CO2 

bubbling, especially at higher surfactant concentration. Even a trace amount of the adsorbed 

surfactant could have a considerable impact on the bitumen-air bubble attachment [25]. On the 
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other hand, the induction time of the MEA-LA group was significantly lower than that of the MEA-

OA group at the same concentration after CO2 bubbling. This is also consistent with the previous 

findings that MEA-LA could desorb from the oil-water interface more completely than MEA-OA 

after CO2 bubbling, resulting in a much higher IFT value (Figure 4.2d). For example, the IFT value 

at the heptane-water interface was measured to be 42.0 mN/m for 1 mM MEA-LA after switching, 

which was 33.2 mN/m for 1 mM MEA-OA after switching. Accordingly, the bitumen surface was 

more hydrophobic in the MEA-LA group, and it was easier to have the air bubbles attached.  

 

Figure 6.3. Induction time of air bubble attaching to bitumen surface treated by CO2-responsive 

surfactants or MEA solution after the bubbling of CO2 gas. 

It is also worth noting that most bitumen surfaces treated by the CO2-responsive surfactants had a 

much lower induction time than that in the Milli-Q water after CO2 bubbling. This phenomenon 

indicates that the CO2-responsive surfactants governed the interfacial property, and the effect of 
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natural surfactants became almost negligible. Otherwise, the induction time should be comparable 

to that in the Milli-Q water, which was around 1900 ms. 

In general, experimental results evidenced our hypothesis that the CO2-responsive surfactants can 

enhance the bitumen-air bubble attachment, utilizing their ability to switch interfacial activities. In 

reality, the CO2 bubbling deactivates the interfacial activities of the surfactants, thereby increases 

the bitumen-water IFT and increases the aeration contact angle (θaera). Since both the air bubble 

and the bitumen surfaces recover their hydrophobicity, the attachment is much easier to occur. 

MEA-LA treated bitumen exhibited the shortest time for the air bubbles getting attached to the 

bitumen surface, while MEA-OA treated bitumen displayed relatively longer induction time. 

6.3.2 Bitumen recovery 

Bench-scale oil sands extraction experiments were conducted at ambient temperature in a custom-

modified bitumen extraction unit (M-BEU) using Canadian oil sands ores. Details of the operation 

procedure are given in the experimental section and were designed to mimic the industrial 

operations in Figure 6.1a. CO2-responsive surfactants were dissolved in the aqueous solutions and 

added together with the water. More importantly, CO2 was used as the flotation gas in the 

secondary flotation stage to activate the switching behavior. It is also worth mentioning that the 

extraction experiments in this study were conducted at room temperature (23 ± 1 °C), which is 

notably lower than the current industrial operating temperature (~ 35 °C [2]). The solubility of 

CO2 gas in the aqueous phase gradually decreases with elevating temperature [26]. The lack of 

CO2 in water could become a potential restriction on the activation of switching behaviors. 

Furthermore, the industry prefers the operations at ambient temperature because of the significant 

reductions in energy input as well as on carbon footprint. 
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CO2-responsive surfactant successfully improved the bitumen recovery in bench-scale oil sands 

extraction demonstrations. Figure 6.4a shows the images of the bituminous froth harvested on the 

top of the M-BEU cell. With the addition of 3 mM MEA-LA, both primary flotation and secondary 

flotation stages presented significant increases on the froth quantity, indicating the enhancement 

of bitumen recovery. These images also suggest that the most pronounced difference between the 

Milli-Q water and the MEA-LA solution came from the secondary flotation stage, where CO2 gas 

was applied to activate the switching behavior. Dean-Stark apparatus was used to analyze these 

bituminous froths, and the results of total bitumen recovery are given in Figure 6.4b. It is first 

recognized that the enhancement of bitumen recovery was not attained by the MEA solution. MEA 

solution had been patented to facilitate the oil sands extraction from high-grade ores (34.5 wt.% 

bitumen) at high pH, NaOH addition, and elevated temperature [27]. However, the MEA solution 

did not help in extracting more bitumen under our conditions. The addition of MEA-LA improved 

the total bitumen recovery from 15.0 % up to 50.4 %, illustrating a threefold enhancement. An 

optimum concentration of MEA-LA addition was found to be around 3 mM, where an overdose 

of surfactant decreased bitumen recovery. This overdosing effect should be attributed to the 

increasing induction time at high surfactant concentrations (Figure 6.2).  

Surprisingly, the bitumen recovery ratio was only slightly affected by the MEA-OA solution. It is 

readily known that MEA-OA exhibited better performance than MEA-LA in bitumen liberation 

stage as discussed the previous chapter (Figure 5.3c), but much less efficient on facilitating the 

bitumen-air bubble attachment (Figure 6.2). It is most likely that the liberated bitumen was still 

dispersed in the process water due to the poor air bubble capture efficiency. Results from the oil 

sands extraction experiments suggest that the aeration became a limiting step for the final bitumen 
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recovery ratio after bitumen is liberated, although the liberation stage is a a prerequisite condition 

that determines how much bitumen could have been harvested.  

 

Figure 6.4. (a) Comparison of the bituminous froth in Milli-Q water and in 3 mM MEA-LA; 

and (b) Total bitumen recovery in bench-scale oil sands extraction experiments using CO2-

responsive surfactants as the processing aid and using CO2 gas as the secondary flotation gas. 

Since the MEA-LA addition exhibited a more promising enhancement on bitumen recovery, we 

are now focusing on this specific compound to understand its mechanisms in the oil sands 

extraction process. Bitumen recovery from the MEA-LA group was analyzed in the primary froth 

and the secondary froth separately. The results are shown in Figure 6.5. In the primary froth, there 

was a steady but marginal bitumen recovery enhancement as the MEA-LA concentration 

increased. It needs to be mentioned that CO2 had not been introduced into the system yet when 

collecting the primary forth. Hence, MEA-LA acted as a conventional surfactant in the primary 

flotation stage. Although more bitumen could be washed out from the host solids with the addition 

of CO2-responsive surfactant in the previous chapter, the liberated bitumen would be dispersed in 

the aqueous phase due to the low bitumen-water IFT. On the other hand, the major enhancement 
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of bitumen recovery was obtained in the secondary froth, when CO2 gas was used as the secondary 

flotation gas and the responsiveness of MEA-LA was activated. The maximum bitumen recovery 

in secondary forth was found at the optimum MEA-LA concentration (3 mM), where 42.8% of 

bitumen contained in the oil sands ores was collected. Overdosing MEA-LA resulted in a drawback 

in the bitumen recovery in the secondary froth, corresponding to the increase of induction time 

(Figure 6.2). 

In order to prove the concept that CO2-responsive surfactants serve as better processing aids due 

to their ability to control the water-bitumen interfacial tension, a set of control groups was 

conducted using air instead of CO2 as the secondary flotation gas, while all the other conditions 

were kept the same. MEA-LA could be considered as a conventional surfactant if its 

responsiveness was not activated. The results are exhibited in Figure 6.6. Without the addition of 

MEA-LA, using CO2 as the secondary flotation gas was actually a hindrance to the oil sands 

extraction process. The bitumen recovery in the secondary froth was only 12.5% when using CO2, 

which became 20.4% when using air. CO2, as an acidic gas, decreases the bulk pH and diminishes 

the bitumen liberation from the oil sands ores [1]. Quite oppositely, with the addition of 3 mM 

MEA-LA, a better oil sands extraction performance was obtained when using CO2 as the secondary 

flotation gas instead of air. The differences were found in the secondary flotation stage. The 

bitumen recovery in the secondary froth was 42.9% when using CO2, which decreased down to 

34.4% when using air. Obviously, this enhancement should be credited to the CO2 switching 

behavior of MEA-LA at the bitumen-water interface, which permits the “switch-off” of interfacial 

activity and thereby benefits the bitumen-air bubble attachment upon the introduction of CO2.  
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Figure 6.5. Comparison of bitumen recovery from the primary froth and the secondary froth in 

the cases of MEA-LA solution at different concentrations. 

Interestingly, it was also found that the use of 10-minute CO2 flow in the secondary flotation stage 

was more than necessary to activate the responsiveness of MEA-LA. As shown in Figure 6.6, when 

employing 3 mM MEA-LA as the processing aid, the total bitumen recovery did not change much 

if the duration of CO2 flow was reduced to from 10 minutes to 5 minutes. Another 5-minute airflow 

was applied to compensate for the flotation duration for the latter case. The result suggests that 

using pure CO2 flow as the secondary flotation gas is superabundant to switch off the interfacial 

activity of MEA-LA and achieve higher bitumen recovery. Instead, there is plenty of room to 

reduce the amount of CO2 by using CO2-air mixture, such as flue gas, without harming the 

effectiveness of MEA-LA, which is also of more practical implications.  
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Figure 6.6. Comparison of bitumen recovery using CO2 or air as the secondary flotation gas, in 

the cases of no MEA-LA addition and 3 mM MEA-LA addition. 

6.3.3 Froth quality 

Quality of the bituminous froth is another critical consideration in the oil sands extraction process. 

Despite bitumen content, the froth contains undesired compositions such as mineral solids and 

water, both of which are corrosive for the upgraders and cause serious problems. Ideally, the froth 

should contain as more bitumen as it can, meanwhile fewer solids and water as possible. The froth 

quality discussed in this section is determined by froth composition, including bitumen, water, and 

solid, as well as the bitumen-to-solid ratio (B/S) and bitumen-to-water ratio (B/W). Higher values 

of B/S and B/W refer to a better quality of the bituminous froth. The first glance of froth quality 

was determined by the visual observation during oil sands extraction operation. The first 

impression of the froth quality was readily shown by the images in Figure 6.4a. Both primary and 
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secondary froths were “darker” in color with the addition of 3 mM MEA-LA, which visually 

demonstrated that the froth quality had been improved. 

 

Figure 6.7. Evaluation of the froth quality by (a) froth composition; and by (b) bitumen-to-

solid (B/S) ratio and bitumen-to-water (B/W) ratio. 

Further froth quality analysis was accomplished by quantifying the froth composition. In Figure 

6.7a, the weight percentage of bitumen was steadily enhanced with increasing concentration of 

MEA-LA until the optimum concentration was reached. Although more solids were collected in 

the froth with MEA-LA addition, the corresponding B/S and B/W ratios were higher than that in 

the Milli-Q water group, as illustrated in Figure 6.7b. The maximum B/S value was found at 2 mM 

MEA-LA addition, while the best B/W ratio was observed at 3 mM MEA-LA addition. Besides, 

the froth quality became worse when MEA-LA concentration rose up to 5 mM. This is caused by 

the reduction of recovered bitumen and the increasing amount of entrained water at the same time. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that overdosing CO2-responsive surfactants harms not only the 

bitumen recovery but also the froth quality. 
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6.3.4 Salt effects 

In the previous sections, we have successfully validated that CO2-responsive surfactants are 

capable of enhancing bitumen recovery in bench-scale oil sands extraction operations. In order to 

prove this novel concept, the system was simplified by using Milli-Q water such that the salt effects 

were eliminated. In reality, however, the process water contains a variety of dissolved ions, which 

could play essential roles in the extraction process [20, 21]. Therefore, some tests were conducted 

to investigate the performance of MEA-LA on enhancing bitumen recovery under the process 

water conditions.  

Table 6.1. Major ions and their concentrations in the process water. 

Ion type F− Cl− NO3
− SO4

2− Na+ K+ Mg2+ Ca2+ 

Concentration 

(ppm) 
11.1 455.6 44.4 500.0 833.4 21.1 16.7 27.8 

 

The major ions and their concentrations in the process water were detected by ion chromatography 

(IC). Results are summarized in Table 6.1 and are consistent with the previous reports [18, 19]. 

When dissolving MEA-LA into the process water, it is first recognized that some precipitates 

would appear, which implies the formation of insoluble ion-surfactant complexes. These 

precipitates were centrifuged and filtered out, while the clear supernatant fluids were used as the 

aqueous solutions in further investigation.  
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Figure 6.8. Ion concentration in the supernatant fluids, which were filtered from the mixture of 

CO2-responsive surfactants and process water. 

The formation of undesired precipitates is most likely to be the consequence of calcium ions in the 

process water, which weakens the ability to reduce oil-water IFT. The ion concentrations were 

further analyzed in the supernatant fluids. Calcium ions suffered a dramatic decrease in their 

concentration, whereas other types of ions only exhibited negligible changes (Figure 6.8). Hence, 

the precipitates are considered to be the insoluble complexes formed by the strong affinity between 

calcium ions and anionic fatty acids [28]. The results also elucidate that the presence of 1 mM 

calcium ion could react with approximate 2 mM of fatty acid. The most direct consequence of the 

precipitate formation is that a considerable amount of the CO2-responsive surfactants was 

consumed by the calcium ions. Hence, their ability to decrease the oil-water IFT would be 
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weakened (Figure 6.9). Such phenomena are unfavorable to the oil sands extraction process 

because the interfacial activity is of critical importance to the bitumen liberation stage. On the 

other hand, however, calcium ions are also known as the major issue causing the “slime coating”, 

which inhibits the bitumen-air bubble attachment [1, 20]. Reducing calcium concentration in the 

process water has some positive impacts on the bitumen recovery. At this point, one has to admit 

that it is rather difficult to predict the performance of CO2-responsive surfactants dissolved in the 

process water on the oil sands extraction operations.  

 

Figure 6.9. IFT measured at the toluene/aqueous interface of MEA-LA in the Milli-Q water or 

in the process water. 

Nevertheless, experiments demonstrated that MEA-LA was capable of enhancing the total bitumen 

recovery when dissolved in the process water but less efficient than in Milli-Q water (Figure 6.10). 
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Without surfactant addition, the bitumen recovery was even worth in the process water due to the 

presence of calcium ions. With the help of MEA-LA addition, there still displayed a considerable 

improvement in the total bitumen recovery ratio, indicating the robustness of MEA-LA in the 

process water conditions. MEA-LA in the process water required roughly 2 mM higher 

concentration to achieve a similar bitumen recovery ratio as that in the Milli-Q water. Further 

investigations are needed to obtain a more comprehensive understanding of the mechanism 

involved. Besides, CO2-responsive surfactants with better calcium tolerance are anticipated to have 

exceptional potentials in the fields of oil sands extraction process. 

 

Figure 6.10. Comparison of the bitumen recovery using MEA-LA as the processing aid in 

Milli-Q water and process water. 
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6.4 Conclusion 

In this study, two CO2-responsive surfactants were applied to the bench-scale oil sands extraction 

process. MEA-LA was found to successfully enhance the total bitumen recovery at ambient 

temperature, whereas unfortunately, the improvement from MEA-OA was rather weak. Results 

indicated that MEA-LA has a more significant impact on the bitumen aeration stage after CO2 

switching, whereas MEA-OA possesses the advantages in the bitumen liberation stage. It is then 

concluded that the harvest of bitumen from the aqueous medium is the limiting step for the 

enhancement of final bitumen recovery, although the bitumen liberation stage is also necessary as 

a prerequisite condition. There existed an optimum concentration of MEA-LA where overdosage 

could cause a decrease of bitumen recovery. The major improvement was obtained after the 

activation of CO2-responsiveness, which strongly supports the advantages of using these novel 

responsive surfactants. Using air instead of CO2 as the secondary flotation gas reduced the 

effectiveness of MEA-LA, which further demonstrated the importance of CO2 switching. It was 

possible to use the flue gas instead without harming the bitumen recovery, which is of more 

practical implications. The froth quality was also improved by MEA-LA addition. Both B/S and 

B/W ratios were increased with the treatment of CO2-responsive surfactants. Besides, MEA-LA 

was still capable of enhancing bitumen recovery in the process water condition, although its 

efficiency was impeded due to the formation of insoluble complexes with calcium ions. 
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Chapter 7. Conclusions and Future Perspectives 

7.1 Conclusions 

A series of CO2-responsive surfactants (MEA-LCFAs) were assembled by the non-covalent 

association between MEA and LCFAs. The switching pH of MEA-LCFA surfactants could be 

easily tuned by using different types of LCFAs, which provides a facile route of customization 

towards varieties of applications. More importantly, it is emphasized that the determination of 

switching pH should be proceeded carefully since the switching behaviors of MEA-LCFA 

surfactants at the oil-water interface were found to be significantly different from that in bulk 

solutions. Dynamic IFT and coalescence time measurements were both effective tools to 

distinguish interfacial switching and solution switching by applying “adsorption-then-switch” or 

“switch-then-adsorption” protocols. Switching pH for the oil-water interface was found to be lower 

than that in bulk solutions, which is the result of stronger molecular interactions of switching 

molecules at the oil-water interface. This colloidal phenomenon is consistent with theoretical 

calculations reported in literature, and more broadly speaking, similar to the observations of 

enhanced molecular recognition at biological interfaces. In most applications, CO2-responsive 

surfactants are switched at the interface. Therefore, it is more appropriate to determine the 

switching pH from interfacial responses of MEA-LCFA surfactants to predict their performance 

in practical applications.  

Two representative CO2-responsive surfactants from the MEA-LCFAs series were investigated to 

enhance conventional heavy oil recovery. Compared with most traditional surfactants, CO2-

responsive surfactants possess significant advantages, in which their interfacial activity can be 
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switched off by CO2 bubbling at the desired stage. Hence, they are capable of performing as 

surfactants to enhance the oil-solid separation in the liberation stage and then switch to 

demulsifiers to facilitate the oil-water separation in the harvest stage. Additionally, it is also viable 

to recycle the MEA component together with the tailing water after treatments.  

Finally, CO2-responsive surfactants were applied to the bench-scale oil sands extraction process. 

MEA-LA was found to successfully enhance the total bitumen recovery at ambient temperature, 

whereas unfortunately, the improvement from MEA-OA was rather weak. Results indicate that 

MEA-LA has a more significant impact on the bitumen aeration after CO2 bubbling, whereas 

MEA-OA possesses the advantages in the bitumen liberation stage. It is concluded that the harvest 

of bitumen from the aqueous medium is the predominant factor for increasing final bitumen 

recovery, although the bitumen liberation stage is as a prerequisite condition.  

7.2 Future perspectives 

We anticipate that this project provides valuable guidance in developing responsive materials for 

various large-scale applications, such as household cleaning, contaminated soil remediation, and 

oil spill management. Both MEA and fatty acids are common chemicals that are commercially 

available at affordable prices, which offers scale-up possibilities. The versatility of this group of 

CO2-responsive is also readily involved in their design. Their interfacial activity and switchability 

could be easily modified by changing the types of amines and fatty acids, such that CO2-responsive 

surfactants could be customized for specific requirements. 

Future works of this project are proposed in the following directions: 
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 It has been indicated in Chapter 4 that the type of fatty acids decides the switching pH of the 

CO2-responsive surfactants. Further studies should be performed to understand the role of 

amines in the CO2-responsive surfactants. There are results showing that using multi-valent 

amines instead of MEA+ could significantly improve the interfacial activity by forming the 

pseudo-Gemini structures at the interface, whereas the switching pH remains unchanged. It 

would be interesting to study the effect of amines by their valency, topology, and affinity to 

different fatty acids. 

 Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 prove the concept that CO2-responsive surfactants could enhance the 

heavy oil/bitumen recovery by switching their interfacial properties. In an effort to recover 

more hydrocarbon resources, CO2-responsive surfactants could be integrated with the novel 

aqueous-nonaqueous hybrid extraction process in the oil sands extraction. Most recent results 

have shown that bitumen recovery could be improved from 74.3 % to 88.6 % with industrial 

process water and at the ambient temperature. Further optimization of this approach is needed 

to unleash the ultimate potential of CO2-responsive surfactants. 

 CO2-responsive surfactants are anticipated to be expanded to broader aspects of applications, 

including oil spill treatment, oil-contaminated soil remediation, and enhanced oil recovery 

(EOR).  
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